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Young, Church
will keynote
1984 conference
Former Ambassador to the United
Nations Andrew Young and former
Sen. Frank Church will be at Boise
State Cniversity Jan. 24-25 to deliver
keynote addresses at a conference on
"Political Repression and Social Con
trol in 1984."
The conference is part of a year
long lecture series that Boise State is
sponsoring about the themes
addressed in George Orwell's book
198·i. Six scholars will make presen
tations in addition to the major
addressc:s by Church and Young.
Young will open the conference
Jan. 2<j at 8 p.m. in the Sl'B Ballroom.
Now mayor of Atlanta, Georgia. he
has been involved in public polk')'
issues and social change as a clergy·
man, civil rights leader, congressman,
A new era for BSU music and theatre arts departments begins as music majors, from left, Mark McGowan, Bob Gablca,
and Bruce Rankin move instruments Into the Morrison Center for the Performing Arts where classes will begin spring
semester.

A new home for music, theatre arts
Aftt"r yt"ars of crumbling plaster.
cramped offices, and thin walls, Boise
Statt"'s departments of theatre arts

terbach. "The new building is going
to invigorate everyone."
"At last, we have adequate rooms

vetted to faculty offices.
Among the facilities in the new
academic wing are:

and musi<..· are moving into brand

to teach music. 'What we have been

nt"w quarters in the Morrison Center.

using was never intended for that. It's

rooms that are soundproof and have

a tremendous boost for us," added

special acoustical walls and drapes.

It is a move that chairmen Will
Elliott, music, and Charles Lauter

Elliott.
Moving began Dec. 14 and will be

• Instrument and choral rehearsal

• The Stage Two theatre with

and U.N. ambassador.
A former pastor in the South,
Young was a close associate of Martin
Luther King, Jr.He was elected to
Congress from Georgia in 1972 and
was appointed ambassador by Presi
dent jimmy Carter in J 977.
The next day, Jan. 2S. three schol
ars from the University of California,
Berkeley will make presentations.
They

are

Robin Lakoff. a linguist who

will speak about the use of language
as a means of social control; Jerry
Skolnick, director of the Center for

adjustable seating and stage config

complc:t<·. in time to hold spring

the Study of Law and Society, who

long timl'. Both departments have

urations. Seating 200, it will be used

been housed in buildings that BJC

classes in the new facility. The main

mostly for student and summer

will talk about the Bill of Rights as a
guarantee: against repression; and

graduatt"s remember as the �tudent

hall in tht: Morrison Center will
opt:n April 7.

productions.

ba<.:h, theatre, have anticipated for a

Union and Auditorium, both built in
tht: early 1940s.
"We'll miss the birds flying out of
the walls and the peeling paint ... for
about four ...econds." laughed Lau-

BStJ will remodel the music/Subal
lhc:atrt: building for the communica
tion dt:partment programs. Portions
of the Music Auditorium will be con-

• A recital hall seating 180 for solo

Paul Rabinow. an anthropologist who

and ensemble performances that has

will spl·ak about institutions in
society that subtly repress

several special acoustic features.

individuals.

• Acoustically sealed offices and

TI1ose sessions will begin at 9 a.m.

studios that will improve instruc

in the SUB Ballroom. BSU political

tional and practice capabilities in

science chairman Willard Overgaard

music.
• A set design studio and theatre

will give the welcome address.

research allocation equal to 14 per

lab that will allow classes to simulate

p.m. \\ith a 40 minute film by BSU

light, sound and stage settings. The

students led by Michael Willis about

lab can also double as a dance studio.

perccntage of funds di\ided among

cent of its instmctional budget, com
pared to 19 percent for ISlJ.

the state's college and universities
under a n<.."" distribution formula

allocations to the schools arc based

New formula will benefit BSU
Boise State l nivcrsity could
recehe a shght increase in the

appro\ ed by the State Board of Edu
cation in December.
Under the new distribution for
mula, RSU will receive 28.2 percent
of the higher education budget, up
from the 27.9 pc:rcent it is recc:iving
Jhis )Car.
If the board's fiscal year 198S

The nt.""' academic instruction
on institutional credit hour <.-nroll
mcnts in disciplines by course level,
using the FY 19H2·83 enroUments as

• Several large :md small class

rooms, all with special acoustics for
music or car training.
• A common reception and admin

istrative area for theatre arts and

The afternoon will b<.·gin at 1:30

repression as seen from migrant
workers, Japanese-Americans, Polish
immigrants. and prison inmates.
AL·adcmic presentations will be
madl· by E. Bradford Burns. chairman
of the history department at UClA,

music.
• A music library that will allow

America; Ri<.·hard Staar, associate

the department to house its collec

decision that each discipline group

director of the Hoover Institute at

tion of sheet music, records, and

has greater funding requirements for

Stanford, who will speak on repres

tapes in one place.

sion in Eastern Europe; and Charles
Kegley, a political scientist from Uni

the formula base.
The hoard considered in its final

upper division and graduate instmc
tion than for lower kveJs. Because: of
that need, the board will appropriate

The biggest change, said both

who will speak on r<.-. pression in Latin

chairmen, is that now faculty will

versity of South Carolina, who will

have adequate space and equipment

more funds for students enrolled in

talk about repression and U.S. foreign

for teaching. Professors in both

those categories.

Policy.

departments have shared offices and

The conference will conclude with

"as pleased at BSl's larger percent
age, he added that the school con

Total enrollment increases of 3
percent abme FY 1983 or decreases

practke space, \\hich frequently
made efficient teaching and perform

oft; percent bclov. the base level will

a major address by former C S. Sena
tor Frank Church. A former chairman

ing difficult.

tinm.-s to he inequitably funded and

not he considered in the distribution,

of the Senate Foreign Relations

that several more adjustments arc

the board decided.

request of SlOB million for higher
education is appron�d. BSU would
recei\e slightly over S305 million.
While BSU pr<..-sident John Keiser

needed before the amount spent per
student equals that at the other
institutions.
Keiser added that BSU should

Accordmg to board chairman
Robert Montgomery, if the Idaho
Legislature appropriates less than the
board request, the distribution for

receive a larger percentage for its

mula may have to he reconsidered in

research efforts. BSU will receive a

April.

'Ille mm:e to the Morrison Center

Committee, Church is now an attor

will allow theatre arts to increase the
number of productions it presents to

n<..;' specializing in international

the public from six to possibly eight

also delivers several lectures

or 10, said Lauterbach. If funding is

throughout the year.

affairs for a Washington, D.C. firm.He

available, the department may launch

Church's address will begin at 8

a new summer season in the new air

p.m. in the SUB Ballroom on Jan. 25

conditioned Stage Two theatre, he
added.

The entire conference is free to
the public.

-

CAMPUS NEWS�����
Hibbs' show
opens museum
with prints

Contents

The Boise State University Museum
of Art will open the new year with a
one person showing of prints Jan.

12-27.
Laura Hibbs graduated in

1980

with a bachelor's degree in fine arts

2-3/Campus News
4-5/BSU students
&/Criminalist
7/Education.changes
8-9/Evans, Stivers
10/English Prof.

and is now a master's candidate at
Ohio University. Her emphasis is in
the fields of print making and litho
graphics .
Her works have been included in
several BSU student exhibits and have
traveled with an undergraduate show
which originated in Pullman, Wash.

11/Study abroad
12/Shift to high tech
13/Arthur Hart

"Her imagery is very much her
own-one would expect that from
someone who has the depth of mind
like hers," said her former professor

14/Jackie Carringer

of art George Roberts. "Laura had a
tendency to look to herself for ideas."

BSU musicians James Hopper, clarinet, Constance Speake, piano, and J. Wallis
Bratt, cello, will open the 1984 Faculty Artists Series when they perform Jan. 20 at

8:15 p.m. in the Special Events Center.

Following the Hibbs exhibit, the
corporate collection of Idaho First
National Bank will be on display Feb.

3-24. Works by Boise State University,
University of Idaho and Idaho State

ment wil begin the 1984 season with a

included in the collection.
During March, the works of local

faculty artist recital on Jan. 20 at 8:15

artists from Boise area collections

Writers/Jocelyn Fannin, Carolyn
Beaver, Jo Dunlap

will be on display in the museum,

Mike Staves

Boise State University's music depart

University faculty members are

Editor/Larry Burke

Photos & graphics/Chuck Scheer
Student Interns/Connie Behm,

Music season opens Jan. 20

and in April, student exhibits and the
second festival of ceramics will be
featured.
The BSU Museum of Art is located

p.m. in the Special Events Center.
James Hopper on clarinet, Constance
Speake at the piano and J. Wallis Bratt on

cello will be the featured performers.
Tickets for the recital are S4 adults and
S2 students and senior citizens. BSU stu
dents and personnel will he admitted free

Student assistants/Brenda Gant,

on the ground floor of the Liberal

of charge.

Valerie Dickerson, Brenda

Arts Building and is open free of

Betancourt, Patti Hollow�y

charge

A performance by the Treasure Valley
Wind Ensemble will be held Jan. 25 in

Alumni news/ Lana Waite
TypeseHing/Carole Moore
Printing/Messenger Index, Emmett

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

478970) is published

monthly except in June, July, and
January by the Boise State University
Office of News Services and

1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725. Offices are
located in room 724 of the Education
Building, phone 385-1562.
Publications,

Please send address changes
(preferably with the address label) to

Orwell introduced in hif> famous
book

1984 will receive some close

concerts contact the music department
at 385-1771.

University.

Jordan endowments and the Writers

The

1984 and Beyond series will

bring to BSU a selection of nationally

Frank Herbert, author of

Dune and

will discuss the connections between

sored by the Frank Church and Len

,.

and Artists Series.
"One advantage of such a varied

known authors, scholars, and politi

program is that it involves both uni

cal figures who will examine society

versity and community and empha

from several perspectives, according

sizses our joint responsibility to pre

to English assistant professor Helen

pare for the future," said Lojek. "We
hope this will stimulate a year-long

24-25 with

ference, which will focus on "Politi

If

regarding editorial matter should be
sent to Editor, FOCUS, Boise State

1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725. Unless otherwise
University,

cal Repression and Social Control in

noted, all articles can be reprinted

1984."
Lojek, coordinator of the series.
There will be seven lectures in the

Featured speakers are former U.N.
ambassador Andrew Young and

series, which will begin in January
and end next November. Topics

tunity for us, in our role as a growing
urban university, to cooperate with
the community in providing a forum
for serious discussion of contempo
rary issues," explained Lojek.
The lectures will be open to the
public, and in some cases speakers
will visit classes and talk to commu
nity groups.
Some of the lectures are being
sponsored by grants from community

during the literature and language
session Feb. 7-8.
His visit is coordinated with the
Writers and Artists Series at BSU.
The urban design session March

economics, biology/health sciences,
education, and technology.
"The year that George Orwell
made famous offers a special oppor

appropriate credit is given to Boise

Frank Herbert

literature and social/political issues

14-15 will feature William Whyte,
author of Jbe Organization Man and
Jbe Social Life of Small Urban Spa
ces. Whyte will he present for a

include public affairs, language and
literature, urban design, business and

without permission as long as

2

Several student recitals are scheduled
for throughout the year. For more infor

are the BSU Foundation and Gannett

The series begins Jan.

wish to receive FOCUS can do so by
sending their names and addresses to
the Alwnni Office. Correspondence

Emmett, Idaho.

festival featuring area choirs will he held
Feb. 29.

several other science fiction novels,

the Frank Church Public Affairs Con

please send both labels to the address

Idaho, with additional entry a_t

19 in the Special Events Center. A choral

focus on contemporary issues."

above. Friends of the university who

postage rates is granted at Boise,

or business organizations. Co

lecture series at Boise State

you wish to report such instances,

Permission to mail at second class

Society will present a spring concert Feb.

sponsors with the university so far
Foundation. Lectures are also spon

Alwnni Office, Boise State
University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725.

State University and FOCUS.

A jazz festival is scheduled for the mid
dle of February, and the BSU Guitar

mation on any of the spring semester

scholarly scrutiny during a year-long

the BSU

Duplicate copies may be received.

sor Mel Shelton.

National figures scrutinize 1984and Beyond in
Many of the issues that George

FOCUS (USPS

the Special Events Center at 8: IS p.m.
The ensemble is directed by BSU protes·

Andrew Young

former senator Frank Church. Also
making panel presentations are schol
ars from the University of California
Berkeley, UCLA, Stanford and Univer
sity of South Carolina.

William Whyte

Earthquake study grant awarded

Bulletin Board

NSF officials. McClure contacted NSF

Idaho Senator Jim McClure
announced in mid-December that the

last May, pointing out that Idaho

National S<:ience Foundation will

received a disproportionate share of

fund a S39.765 Boise State University

NSF grants. Consequently, they sent

study of earthquake damage to the

representatives to meet with univer

Big Lost River Valky.

sity and college officials to discuss
ways to better compete for NSF

The NSF gr.mt will enable Boise
State geologists and students to ana

grants. The grant announcement is in

lyze the changes to the valley's geo

part a result of the earlie::r NSF visit.

logic and hydrologic systems. Claude::
Spinosa, geology department chair
man, said the funds will c.:over salary,

Boise:: State has already begun gath
ering geologic data from the earth
quake. Shortly after the Oct. 28

equipment and transportation costs.

earthquake, which measured 6.9 on

The study will be mmpkted by

the Richter scale, researchers from

O<.·tobc:r, 1984.

the university set up the equipment

"(ktoher's earthquake," McClure

to monitor water level changes in

said, "provides a unique opportunity

culverts and the newly established

to analyze the ground and water

springs.

study will provid<.· a wealth of infor
Students and staff, led by Spencer
\X ood and Charles Waag, will map

the entire fault line by detailed aerial
photograph) The BSl. research team
also will anal) ze the sudden under
ground water surges that occurred in
th<.· Chilly Butte n·gion
Sediment "boils" -caused hy the
sudden shift of earth and water-will
he c.:xamin<.·d, as well as large sink

Funds donated
l11c.: '\iorth American Peregrine

Foundation has awarded a

addition, changes in both tempera
ture and flow to many of the area's
natural springs will he analyzed.
McClure said the study could pro
vide important int(>rmation for resi
dents of the area. "St."Veral new
springs were created by the quake,
·

and this study should indicate
whether they will be reliable sources
of water in the future."
lne grant announcement follows a
visit to Idaho in October by a team of

gift of

the.: purchase.: of 280 acres of land in
Boise. the future site of the World
Bird of Prey Center. schc:dulc.:d to
hegm construction in 1984.
NAPF is a private, non-profit, con
servation f(>Undation dedicated to the
zation directs a special fo<.·us on the
Gtpttve breeding of endangered rap
tors with particular emphasis on the
falcon species. Foundation interests
range.: from raptor health and popula
tion studies to environmental intlu
en(.'(;s and public attitudes affecting
birds of prc:y.
The donation was approved by the
NAPF Board of Directors during their
annual meeting in Amarillo, Texas in
November.

Boise State lecture series
showing of a film based on his book,
lead a guided bus tour of Boise dur

.

magazine.
Markus, a graduate of Nampa Senior High
School. is an English and secondary education
major at BSU. He has received a Laura Moore
Cunn1ngham scholarship and another from the
English department and has worked for the stu
dent newspaper University News while at BSU.
Pavlic is a communication major. Her "Rape in
Idaho" is the cover story for this year's cold·dri/1
Martin. a former editor of cold-drill and the Uni
verstty News. IS a psychology major at BSU. He is
currently working as a graph1c artist for the BSU
Student Un1on.
Jeff Morris, an English major, and Randi
McClure. a busmess major, have been named
assistant ed1tors of the magazine.

S 1·� ,000 to the Peregrine Fund for

perpetuation of raptors. The organi

holes caus<.·d hy the earthquake. In

The editors for the BSU award winning student
literary magazine have been selected.
The co-editors for the 1983·84 edition of cold
dnllare Russ Markus and Janice Pavlic. Brad Mar
tin is the editor of cold-drill Extra, a tabloid pub
lished Dec 15 which will also be Included in the

EKira.

<.·hanges caused by this event. This
mation to the scientific community."

EDITORS SELECTED

Michael Annison, president of Trend
Report and part of the Naisbitt Group

ing which he will comment on
development, and deliver a major
evening address.
The spring semester will conclude

RESERVED PARKING
Spring semester reserved parking permits will
be sold at Boise State University Jan. 13 beginning
at 7:30 a.m. in the Parking Control Office in room
118 of the BSU Administration Buildmg.
The permits are $26 and are available for Admin
istration. liberal Arts. Ubrary, Health Center, Stu
dent Union and Towers lots. They w1ll be sold on
a tirst-come, f1rst-served basis w1th no reserva
tions accepted.
Purchasers must have valid BSU ident1ficallon
cards and accurate license plate numbers for all
vehicles up to three which they wish to Include on
their permits

WOMEN BOWLERS TAKE FIRST

and 4.
At the BSU tournament. Janet Woolum, Usa
Blakeley and Connie Haycock garnered 61.59
points to beat BYU's 66.46.
Woolum won the women's all events title with
2,031 in 11 games, while Blakeley finished with
1,9F9 and Haycock 1,925.
Bowling coach Greg Hampton said he feels the
BSU women have an excellent chance to repeat
as Northwest representatiVes to the collegiate

The library of the Southwest Idaho Cnapter of the
American Weldmg Society will now be housed

that researched John Naisbitt's best
selling book Megatrends. Annison
will speak on the impact of technol
ogy on modern life.
Hazel Henderson

nomic decisions have international
re::sults which ought to be morally

1984 film series
A 1984 and Beyond film series

evaluated. Another major speaker, yet

sponsored by the Student Programs

to be selected, will consider the role
of economic theory in policy making

Board will run)an. 27-29 in room

and the relationship between

films will begin at 7 p.m.

governmental economic policy and
freedom.
This session is sponsored by the
Len B. Jordan Endowment for Eco
nomic Studies.
The fall semester will begin with a
September session on biology/health
sciences. Speakers will be announced
at a later date.
On Oct. 4-5 the spotlight is on
education and values.
Technology is the final topic. The
Nov. 13-14 session will feature

112 of the Education Building. All
The twin bill of the German film
Metropolis and just Imagine, a Brit

ish science fiction musical set in

1980, will lead off the series Friday,
Jan. 27.
THX I 138 is Goerge Lucas' first

film and stars Robert Duval. It will be
followed Sunday, )an. 29 by Dark
Star, a science fiction satire.

All movies are open to the public
and tickets are S2.50 general admis
sion, S 1 students, senior citizens and

MICROCOMPUTER SEMINARS
The Bo1se State University Collage of Busmess
will offer a series of microcomputer seminars from
late December through May. 19&4
The Professional Development Program semin
ars will introduce contemporary hardware and
recent software. and will provide hands-on train
ing for the disk operating system and a special
electromc spreadsheet package.
The seminars, each conducted during five two
hour sessions. are scheduled for the weeks of
Dec. 27-29, Jan. 3-10, and April 30-May f.
Participants may choose from three t1ma peri
ods, 1:30-3:30 p.m., 4:30-6:30 p.m., and 7:30-9:30
p.m.
The sem1nars cost $100 per person. and regis
tration may be made with the BSU College of Bus
Iness. Professional Development Programs, Boise,
10 F3725. 3&5-1125.

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS SURVEY
Bo1se State's Office of Continu1ng Education has
sent out a survey developed to determine what the
people of Gam County want and need in the areas
of continuing education. vocat1onal-technical edu
cation and GED (high school equivalency)

FOREIGN TRADE CONFERENCES

at !0:40 a.m

WELDING LIBRARY COMES TO BSU

focus on ways in which national ceo-

sites.

November and again at the two-day Boise State
invitational tourney at 20th Century Lanes Dec. 3

The LOS Institute of Religion at Bo1se State will
hold an open house Jan 12 and 13 from f a.m - 2
p.m and also invites the public t o attend a forum
with speaker, slide show. and refreshments Jan. 13

talk by Hazel Henderson, author of
Creating Alt£�zatit•e Futures. She will

learning

BSU women bowlers took first place in two
recent meets, the first at Washington State In late

LOS INSTITUTE OPEN HOUSE

pace they have set in the early portion of the
season.

sion April 18-19 which will include a

units
Julie Everitt, AN. BSN, CCRN, a cntical care
nursing practitioner, instructs the class, and the
four sponsoring hospitals provide the clinical

programs.
The questionnnaire asks Emmett-area residents
about demographic information and educational
and occupational backgrounds on one page and
then lists three pages of potential courses to be
offered, asking respondents to list which classes
they would be most lntenlsted In, at what times
and for how long (semester length or one or series
of days workshops).
"We will be able to offer almost anything we
offer hare on campus. provided there are enough
people who sign up and there are lab facilities
available for special courses such as welding or
typing," said Margaret Thomas, with the continuing
education office.

bowling nationals next spring if they continue the

with the business and economics ses

and St luke's regional medical centers, Boise;
Mercy Medical Center, Nampa; and Caldwell
Memorial Hospital. Graduates of the course are
prepared for employment In hospital critical care

with the Boise State Untversity Vocational
Technical School welding program.
According to BSU heavy technologies depart
ment head Gary Arambarri, the library will be
available to welding engineers and others needing
weld1ng information, and will be updated to
include the latest welding codes and techniques.
For further information about the welding library,
contact Arambarri at 365-1732.
STAFF JOINS SANTA'S ELVES
Staff members in the BSU President's Office
have become Santa's helpers for the holiday
season.
After discovenng that elderly and handicapped
persons enrolled in the BSU Homemaker Services
Program administered by Glenda Hill would not be
listed in the Idaho Statesman's annual Christmas

Seven one-day economic education confer
ences on U.S foreign trade are scheduled early in
1964 for Idaho teachers.
The conferences will focus on Japanese
Amencan trade relations, accordmg to Dr. Gerald
Draayer, execut1ve director of the Idaho Council
for Economic Education centered at Bo1se State
Univers1ty.
Dunng the conferences, Draayer will 1nclude
material he gathered on a recent tour of Japan to
show teachers how to introduce their students to a
study of the Japanese economy, using back
ground information about institutions, hentage,
values and recant history.
He was one of 10 U.S .. educators chosen this fall
for the tour, sponsored by the Un1ted States-Japan
Education Group and the Joint Council on Eco
nomic Education.
The conferences will be conducted Jan. 26 at
the Twin Falls Holiday Inn; Feb. 1 at the Thorough
brad in Nampa; Feb. 2 at the BSU Student Union
Building; Feb. & at the Westbank In Idaho Falls;
Feb. 9 at the ISU Student Union Building in Poca
tello; Feb. 15 at Lew1s & Clark State Collge. lewiS
ton; and Feb .. 16 at the Northshore Lodge in Coeur
d'Alene.
TUITION WAIVERS
The deadline to turn In tuition waivers for full-time
faculty and staff members for spring semester is Jan.
6 In the Personnel Off1ce. For more information, call
personnel at 365-1616.

gift appeal for the elderly, they decided to take

CONFLICT COURSE

ecumenical action.
For those in the program who have no close
family or friends to brighten their Christmas, Bene
Donahue found support from her Catholic com
munity for gift buying, as did Trudy Leininger, who
found 20 LOS families who sponsored gifts.

teaches communication strategies to overcome
conflict will be taught at Boise State from Wednes

Jackie Cassell and her Methodist Church friends
were able to provide fruit baskets for all of the pro
gram's needy.
NURSES COMPLETE COURSE
Fourteen area registered nurses recently com
pleted a five-week Boise State University cntical
care nursing course.
The theory and clinical experience class Is
being taught for the second time this year at BSU,
under a special project grant from St Alphonsus

A course that discusses why conflict occurs and

day, Dec. 2f through Wednesday, Jan. 11.
The three-credit course In conflict management
will be taught by Suzanna McCorkle, assistant pro
fessor of communication. and Is offered through
BSU's Continuing Education office. The course will
be held dally from 5:30 to 9:30p.m. in room 215 of
the Administration Building. Registration will take
place the first day of class, but to reserve a spot.
call Continuing Education, 3£>5-32£>3, by Tuesday,

Dec

27.
The fee is $4£>.50 per credit hour, or $145.50
total. The course number is CM-294 for lower div
Ision students, CM-494 for upper division.
For more information, call Continuing Education
.

BSU personnel.
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An average student
Debbie Reynolds -almost -fits the bill

Stories by Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services

Debbie Reynolds is an "average"
Boise State student.
No, not THAT Debbie Reynolds.
BSU's Debbie Reynolds is a freshman
majoring in accounting.
The "typical" BSU student is a
26.7-year-old·kmalt:-unmarried
freshman-accounting major-from
Boise. Reynolds fits the description
almost. (She's 27, not 26.7 years
old.)
She was taken aback to discover it.
"I swear, everybody in my classes is

18 years old," she said. "I'm over the
hill. I'm a non-traditional student
isn't that what you call it?"
Not at Boise State. But the discrep
ancy in age between Reynolds and

There is no such thing as an "average" student at Boise State
Universlty-literally.
The average Boise State student, if there were such a person, would fit
this description: she is a 26-year-old freshman, unmarried, full-time
accounting major from Boise.
It was easy enough to come up with the description from a computer
print-out of statistics provided by Dr. Guy Hunt, BSU dean of admissions,
about this fall's 10,359 students attending courses on campus.
But when Debbie Afoa, a data controller in the registrar's office, fed the
variables into the computer, not one woman fit the bill. She came up with
three people who matched the description except for age. Two were 25
years old, and one was 27. BuJ, one of the three had dropped out.
Perhaps it's unfair to peg someone as average, anyway. Dr. David Taylor,
vice-president for student affairs, says "when you talk about a typical stu
dent, It leaves a misconception," especially when it comes to average age.
"We on campus know it ranges from 16-year-olds to 76- or 80-year
olds," Taylor said, but listing an average age leads those not around cam
pus to think there isn't a bank of "traditional" students-18- or 19-year

the majority of her freshman class

olds attending college for the first time-at BSU.

mates probably is because 26.7 is the
average age of all BSU students, not

dents: 18- or 19-year-olds attending college for the first time, either living

of the freshman class.

on campus or at home; the same age group or slightly older, living inde

How does she feel about being the
average student? "I don't really think
I am. If I were seeing people my own
age, then I could relate to it."
That doesn't mean she can't relate
to hc:r classmates. "I relate rc:al well
to them. I've gotten to know several
of them," she said.
She's found that being in the: same

Actually, Taylor said, Boise State has about five groups of "typical" stu

pendent of family; those who work and go to school part-time; and return
ing students, often older women who either dropped out of school or didn't
have the opportunity to go when they were younger.
It's the wide range of student ages, lifestyles, experience and knowledge
that makes Boise State an interesting place to go to school. he said.
"I think the diversity on our campus Is its highlight. We have 18-year-old
freshmen Interacting with 45-year-old returning or first-time students.It
makes Boise State a unique learning environment.
"I've heard faculty say that it makes for a much more energetic class

hoat gives them all a lot in common,

room experience," Taylor said. "It's like the old television show, 'there are

even though they somc:times tease

eight million stories in the naked city .. .' "

her that because she's older she
ought to be smarter than they are.
Although she makes no claims to
bringing up the grading curve, there
are some: advantages of being an
"oldc:r" student, Reynolds says.
"It felt funny to be coming back to
school at first. Now it seems like a
regular routine to be: battling study
ing, to be: meeting new people. I was
rc:al nc:rvous at first. I thought, 'I'm
going to be: a dummy.' But when
you're older, you know what you
want a lot more.
"I think you're able to cope and

handle the responsibility that is
thrown onto you when you go to

l

A wealth of typical students

The following are a few of those stories to give Focus readers an idea of

Debbie Reynolds

the typical student description for
very long. She and Jc:nkins are plan

the diverse nature of Boise State students.

ning to marry this winter. After that,

school. Sometimes I wish I would

Europe with him, in which case, she

have gotten this over with at an ear
lier age, though."
Reynolds did go to college for a
semester right out of high school, but
found she spent too much time hav
ing fun and not enough time study
ing. She said she also wanted to live
independently, so she found a job
and moved out on her own.
That was in her hometown, Dallas.
She later found a bookkeeping/
accounting job in New Orleans.
There she met her fiancee, Bob )en-

kins, who is from Salmon and is a
Boise State graduate. It was Jenkins
who convinced her to move to Boise
and to go to Boise State.
Reynolds said in her last job, she
was doing the work of a junior
accountant, but there was no room
for promotion without a degree.
When she finishes her degree, she'd
like to work for an international firm,
so that there might be prospects for
an international assignment.
It might be awhile before she
graduates, though. And, she won't fit

she might do some traveling in
won't be a student at all.
She's not sure if BSU will be the:
place she finishes her degree. but
said the way she was treatc:d when
she first arrived leavc:s her with posi
tive fec:lings. "Boise: State: is good

about making studc:nts over 25 fc:c:l

rc:al comfortable:. They had a meeting
for people who didn't know what to
expect, to show us how to register.
"They told us that 'we think you're
just as important as the 18- to
22-year-olds."'

''Senior'' student keeps mind busy with great expectations of
''I'm studying to be a writer," Della
Mullinix says simply, straight
forwardly.
She doesn't have any great ambi
tions to publish. She merely wants to
record some of her family's history.
She figures, at age 72, it's a bit late to
start on a new career.

Mullinix to BSU. Why did she come
to college? "My doctor made me do
it."
Her doctor told her she was "typi
cal of so many AmericaR women."
The pain from the bursitis in her
shoulder, he said, was in her mind,
not her body. His prescription, she
said: "Keep your mind busy. Go out

But not too late to start on a col
lege career. This is Mrs. Mullinix's

to the University and pick up a

second year as a full-time Boise: State:

catalog and take a class."

student majoring in English.
Mrs. Mullinix's appearance and
actions-the blondish hair that peeks
from beneath her cap, the quick pace
of hc:r walk from a classroom to the
SUB on a snowy day-belie her years.
Her writing, she says, is more
"pragmatic" than creative. Mrs. Mul
linix began writing stories 10 years
ago when her husband died, because
she wanted her children, and later,
her grandchildren, to remember that
"he was a unique person." She also
has written stories about her family
and growing up as a farmer's daugh
ter in the Dry Creek area where she
was born and in Canyon County.

"I don't think of myself as creative
but I try to be. This is where you find
fulfillment, being creative."
Actually, it wasn't her creative wel
fare but her health that brought Mrs.

4

In the fall of 1980, Mrs. Mullinix
took one course, introduction to art.
"Well, the pain all went away from
my shoulder." She had spent her win

Papinchak's creative writing/fiction
course. "I've learned a lot from him."
She's tried to incorporate his advice
about point of view and character
development into her stories.
Evidently, she's put that advice to
good use. She got an "A" on a story
about her father taking care of her
and her siblings one cold November
day while her mother was in the
hospital. She remembers him frying
apples for them, rocking them and

mobile home in Yuma and resolved
to begin her studies full time in the
fall.
After taking a couple of English
courses that fall, Mrs. Mullinix began
to question the quality of her stories.
"I realized it was not good writing. I
wanted it to be factual, but entertain
ing, too."
When she began writing stories,
she bought a book to see how she
might improve them. Now she says,
"What's the use of buying a book
when you can come out here and
learn from the experts?"
Currently, she's in "expert" Bob

by frying them,"' but she follows her

father's tastes instead.

It was her parents who taught her
the love of learning. "Education was a
family ambition. My mother instilled
this in me. My father, tou."
Mrs. Mullinix began her college
studies at Linfield College in McMin
nville, Oregon, after she graduated
from Caldwell High School. It was

singing "Old Dan Tucker" and

the year her father died, though, and
she found it difficult to be away from

"Dixie."

home.

"Lately I've been frying apples. My

ters in Arizona since her husband
retired, but that spring she sold her

mother used to say, 'you ruin apples

She came home and began work-

About even numbers in colleges
Boise State's colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Business are running a
f.tirly tight race in the number of
academic students enrolled according to just-released information from
the registrar's office.
The 1982-83 Registrar's Report
attributes 3,682 students to Arts and
Sciences (2,648 in Arts and Letters

and 1,034 in Science) and 3.579 in
Business: 35 percent of BSU's academic students are enrolled in Arts
and Sciences and 33 percent in
Business.
In addition, in 1982·83 there were
1,144 academic students, oc 11 per-

cent, enrolled in the College of Edu·
cation; 652. or 6 percent, in graduate
studies; 1,085, or 10 percent, in the
College of Health Science; and 579,
or 5 percent, undeclared; 641 students were enrolled in

the School of

Vocational-Technical Education.
There was very litte difference

hi

enrollment trends from 1981-82.
The total number of students was

11,363 in 1982-83, reflecting a .8
percent, or 90-student, increase. The
total number of degrees earned

was

1,502. The largest number of baccalau·
reates was granted in accounting,

with 107.

Six out of nine
Students from tiny town at BSU

By Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services
Six out of nine isn't a bad average.
All of Adrian and Sally Nuxoll's
nine children have gone on to col
lege, no small accomplishment in
itself. And six of the nine have come
to Boise State.
What makes it e\·en more interest
ing is that the family is from Green·
<:reek, a tiny rural town about 20
miles north of Grangeville, right in
the heart of Van<:!a! country.
Three of the :-;uxolls arc alumni:
Phillip, an acn>Untant in Lewiston;
Ron, a teacher in Caldwell; and Dick,
who farms with his father in
Greencreek.
The other three currently arc BSL
students: Karen. a junior in elemen
tary education; Mark, a junior in
accounting; and Rita, majoring in
mathematics education in her fresh
man year.
'Their friends from Moscow tease
them about going to "Boise High" or
"BJC." When asked why they chose

..

Boi.,c State when Grccncrcck is
clear!} ldaho'.s domain, Rita an·
swcrcd. "it is, but maybe that's part
of the reason we came to Boise State.

is because he never had a chance to

regularly in the documents section ot

geography das.s about a kid from th(.'

En:rybody goes to the lnivcrsity of

finish," Karen speculated. "He saw

the library, where they arc all work

that we had the potential and wanted

study students.

country who came to the l'ity," Karen

Idaho, and you want to get away."
Their oldest brother, Phillip, was
the first to (.'Orne down south to
s(.hool. attracted by the BSl' business

us to do something with it."
Rita said her parents "grew up in
the Depression, so they think it's

Just how big is Grccncreek? "Oh,
about this big," said Mark, indicating
a space of two or so inches between

school's reputation. Karen, who

important for us to do whatt.·ver we

his thumb and index finger. About 40

began her .,tudies four years ago as an

(.'an to keep doing better."

people live in the town itself.

an:ounting major, said she thought.

Karen, Mark and Rita also came to

"oh, Phillip knows what he's doing."

Boise for school because they wanted

Mark came here because of the busi

to live in a "big city" for awhile.

ness school, too.

"There's more action, more people in

Another 300 or so farm families call
Grcencreek their home.
"There arc only two businesses in
Greencreek," Mark said. One of

a bigger city," Karen said. "There's

them, Karen said, "is a general store,

college, it's evident that education

just more things to do," Mark added.

like in the Waltons." It also houses a

was given a high priority at home.

The Nuxolls usually get together

With nine children going on to

"Our dad is real big on higher educa

for football games or for an occa·

tion," Karen said.

sional movie. Mark and Karen also

beauty parlor and the post office. The
other business is a garage
Living in a small town, ''t.-verybody

have a literature class together. The

knows everybody and everybody's

year or two. but didn't graduate.

three have been spending a fair

business," Karen said.

Their father went to Gonzaga for a

said. "It brought hack a lot of memo
ries."
Mark doesn't miss the dailr chores
and the hard work of harwsting. but
he does have a fondness lor the great
fishing spot that's about a th(.·-milc:
drive from the Nuxoll home Green
creek, Karen said, "is God's Country,
we've decided."
Most of the Nuxoll children will
converge on the family farm for
Christmas. With nine children, Rita
said, it gets a little confusing, espe
cially for her parents.
"They don't really know who's
there, just the number of people

Their mother attended a business

amount of time together Christmas

school in Spokane. "Part of the rea

shopping, another advantage to living

ian� around their home. "I was

"They'IJ never get rid of aU of us."

son Dad stressed education so much

in Boise. And, they sec each other

watching a film the other day in a

Karen said, laughing.

writing family's history
ing for the telephone company in
Boise. In time. she married and had
two children.
When her two boys were in
school, though, she wasn't content to
stay at home. She was bored and
wanted to do something with her
time.
'Tm such a serious person, I had to
do something hard. I couldn't do any·
thing easy." So, she enrolk-d at Boise
Junior CoiJege and in 19'5<i graduated
with an associate degree in
education.
Ironically, it was health that cut
short her career in education. Her
husband underwent back surgery her
first year as a teacher at Cole Elemen
tary School, and she stayed home to
take care of him. She did substitute
teach for seven years after he reco·
vered, though.
Mrs. Mullinix was able to apply her
degree to the requirements for a
bachelor's degree in English. She's
been taking about nine t.Tedits a
semester, courses ranging from biol
ogy and astronomy to psychology and
western world literature.
Although she's always been a good

She was taking a biology class her
first semester, and when mid-term
grades appeared, she had a "D." She
said she'd nt.·ver gotten anything
below a "8." It was time for drastic
action, she said.
Mrs. Mullinix quit taking the
newspaper and permanently turned
oft her tekvision. "I decided, 'I'm not
going to quit. I'm going to study."'
She was ablc to raise her grade to a
"C," and she's even thinking about
taking another biology course.
"At my age, the worst problem is
not retaining the material. I have to
go over and over my notes," she said.
"They teiJ me that your brain is just
like any other muscle. The more you
use it, the better it gets." Mrs. Mul
linix said she hasn't noticed a dra
matic change in memory abiJities, but
rationalizes, "just the fact that you're
doing something for yourself makes
you feel better."
At nine credits a semester, Mrs.
Mullinix will finish her degree
requirements next fall or spring
semester of 1985. However, she's
hesitant about graduation.
"I really don't want it to end, I like

student, Mrs. Mullinix found out the

it so much. I keep saying, 'what will I

hard way that she needs to study

do?' But I know what I'll do. I'll

more than her younger classmates.

write."

Still, they miss the woods and farm

they're supposed to have," Rita joked.

Life of crime
Scudder analyzes criminal evidence

ALUMN ���=���=�=��===
By Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services

Kurt Scudder enjoys the aura of secn:cy that sur

rounds his job.

His office is tucked into a hard-to-find corner of

the State Health Laboratory's basement. Anyone

coming into the area must he checked in and out.

Scudder's work, literally, is kept under lock and key.
The 23·ycar-old Boise State chcmi<;try graduate is

a criminalist, analy"Ling physical evidence in criminal

cases. Because drugs and other controyersial pieces
of evidence arc kept locked up. "they don't want

ncryhody to know where we arc.... There's a kind
of mystique to me associated with the crime lab."

Actually. Scudder is a criminalist trainee. He began

his work with the state forensics lah ahout two

weeks after he graduated last spring and will he con

sidcrc.:d in training for a year.

Currently. "my major responsibility is for the

hlood alcohol program." Not only docs he interpret

the "intoximctcr's" functions and results f()r court
cases. he repairs the sensitive instruments as well.

"Chemistry is kind of fun. hut I've always liked to

tinker. I find thb one of the most interesting parts of

my joh." Scudder said he had no electronics training

at Bobe State, hut did take a Community Schools

Kurt Scudder tries out one of the new
breath analyzers
Pollee Department's random tests on busy Boise streets.

<:<>Ursc and this summer had an intensive course

in New London, Conn., when he graduated from Capital

from the person who built the machine.

in town ahout to he set up to manufacture speed. I

astating experience to think you're at the top of the

someone'' with the evidence taken from one. Now,

went to the take down of that lah," to inventory

heap, and when you get there find out you're

he said, he feels confident in his abilities.

equipment and later analyze the materials found
there. The case, however, did not go to court

average."

He has to he on his g<x>d heha\ior when working

That experience, combined with the knowledge

with the machines, though. No two-martini lunches.

he(.·ause the man involved pleaded guilty.

that he wanted to he in a plane, not a ship, hrought

When he has to calibrate in the afternoon, at lunch,

Most of the cases Scudder is involved in do not go

Scudder hack to Boise and to Boise Slaty He:
majored in chemistry, not knowing wfiltt he wanted

"neryhody cbc gets a beer. and I g<:t water."

Another of his dutic:s is analyzing drugs, "a long,

to court. "I get subpoenaed tor 10 and nine won't
go." He said he spends, at the most, one day

to do with his degree, hut knowing what sorts of

long pr()(:ess." and arson samples Along a wall in

one of tht· fiH' lah art•a.o; is a cabinet of "standards,"
non-controlled drug substances, to which S<:udder

t'ters and micro:-.<:<>pcs that help Scudder in his

�istant "in almOiil every one of the �tioru>" of tht:'

iBM- From

During his stint in the crime Jab, he: discovered he

only knov. what you're saying hut how you say it."

enjoys. He's always been interested in puhlic spc:ak-

While Scudder didn't know what ht· wanted to do

analysis," he said. "Eve:!) one of the instruments in

just as I v.as graduating." He: took the examination,

Richard Banks, "has forgotten more than I'll ever

were experienced in the field, and got the top score.

in Idaho hccause of the: hunting and fishing. Working

as did other recent graduates and a few people who

kno\\ ahout them."

in the crime lah "is a neat way to stay here and do
something I really enjoy."

He said he's as proud as the police officers he:

Like S<:uddc:r, most of the: t-riminalists in the Jab

Although Scudder enjoys his work, and enjoyed

works with in the job he's doing. "I don't put on a

have chemistry or other science degrees. Forensic

chemistry in high school, he didn't envision himself in
a crime: lab when he made career plans. His first

science "hasn't heen a separate body of knowledge

uniform, hut I put on the joh."

schools in the country where you can go and study

society-in solving crimes and in general enforce-

Scudder said he thinks he's "rendering a scnice to

for very long," he smd. "There are only a very few

ambition was to he a pilot.

Scudder applied f<>r a commission to the Air Force

and Navy academics, hut \Vas turned down. He did,

criminalistics."

ment." While the evidence he: analyzes doesn't

Agencies can usc or not use our senices as tht.'}' sec

usually the crux of the case."

always get to court, "in the ones where it is used, it's

The lah "is kind of a subscriber senice. (State)

howt'\'er, take a poMtion at the Coast lluard academy

communkation dass that he t·aiJs one of

with his degree initially, he: knew he wanted to stay

"It was a matter of fate: that this joh came open

this lab was covered in the dass." The instructor,

a

his most valuahlc:, he learned "it's important you not

really enjoyed the work.

-tOO-Inel dass in instrumental

week

courses he wa.., interested in.

State Health Lahoratol), including the crime lah.

complicated instruments and a scrks of spectrom

a

in court.
That' s the other aspect of the joh Scudder really

In his last two yt·ars of school, he worked as a lah

t·ompares his drug samples. There are also sevcr-.al

<I

The higgest case he's worked on so far was "a lah

surprised at the competition he faced. "It was a dev-

I might have had to testify and possibly convict

"J took,!( BSl

Boise Police Department.

Always a top student in high school, Scudder was

first. I didn't know that much ahout electronics, and

work.

fit." Much of their work, he said. comes from the:

High School in 1978.

Repairing the intoximetcrs was ''really scary at

IN TOUCH========���
A. Keen

and Barbara J. Glaler (Boise), Nov.

MISCELLANEOUS:

Steven

Ron Barker (Soc1al Work. '74) was the w1nner ol
the 19f3 Les Bo•s Marathon.

Tim Shawver and Janice McCord (Meridian).

Judene Prelley (BA. MA, '73. 'fO, EducatiOn)
was selected as teacher of the month by the Gem
County Educat1on Assoc1at1on. She IS a fifth grade
teacher at Buttev1ew School

1

10

Marty Reid and Debbie Monk (Bo1se).

Sept.

Oct. 1

Bryant P. Rudd and Valerie K. Scheider (Boise),
Oct. 1

Laura Azcuenaga performed w1th the Idaho
String Quartet. 10 Twm Falls

Shannon Aaplund and Mlcheal Ruat (Bo1se), Aug.

Rod Hlggena (Busmess. '71) was awarded
'"Agent of the Year"" at the recent Bo1se Association

Robert C. William• and Janelle G Raver (Boise),

of Independent Insurance Agents awards banquet
Betty Thlerhauae (AAS. "45) was elected Asso
ciate Grand Conductress of Grand Chapter of
Idaho, Order of Eastern Star.

20

July

16

Jacque L. Hughea and Brent S1mmons (Bo1sel.
July 23
Unda Uncoln and Glenn Schumacer (Bo1se). June

P1an1st Robyn Metz Rlggera (Music. '76). now
teaching at Lew1s & Clark State College. Lew1ston.
gave a master class m p1ano at BSU 1n December
at the inv1tabon of her former teacher Madeleme

laura Ann Nordstrom and Nell Peteraon (Denver),

Hsu

Toni G. Shaud and Merk

WEDDINGS
Gary Lee Peteraon and Joan Mane McNeal (Por
tland) Oct 1
Andy Cover and Kathy Barron (Bo1se).

Sept. 3

Donald Drum and Kerin Gre1ger (Juneau. Alaska).

Sept17

Kyle WIHord Bybee and Janis Raye W11t (Great
Falls, Mont.). Oct 29

6

July

9

E. McNee (Boise). Aug. 6

Tracl R. Moran and Stuart N. Summers (Bo1se),
July 23
laura Ann McDougal and Damrong "Dom" Tral
ratnobhaa Oct 15
Charles Wm. Stewart and Tammy Lee Laude
(Boise). Sept. 24
Jerry Talik and

Uu Deck (Boise). Aug 20

Todd Kirk and Karen Draper (Meridian).

Sept 10

William Scott Horner and Debbie DeniM Ham
mond (Moscow), Aug. 13
Glenn Graves and Ruth Norrla (San Mateo, Ca.),
Oct. 22
Jack Playstead and Lori Eller (Boise).

Oct f

Kelly Jo Kuehl and John A. Nebeker (Kuna).
JOBS

Sept

A PROMOTIONS

Cindy M. Pace (CommunicatiOn, '77) is
employed for the University of Califorma lrvme as a
writer/reporter for the campus publication the
'"UCI Opener.'"

Mark Suchan recently JOined Ore-Ida Foods,

Thomu J. Byrne (Physical Ed., 'fO) 1s currently
head athletic trainer at Pepperdine University, in
Malibu, California
Dan lewla (Busmess. "f1) has just opened a new
business in Bo1se. Northwest Fre1ght Consultants
Bill J. Slmpaon (Finance '79) has been named
branch manager of the NatiOnal Bank of Alaska's
Jaldez branch
Dennlalee Ward (Education, '74) is now the
director of marketing for Trade Masters Inc. in
Twin Falls
LaDawn Goodman (Marketing,

Skott Mealer (AAS. Criminology) has been hired
as an employee in the lewis County SheriN's
Department

'f-3) 1s currently

working at lnkley's Portra1ts Studio. in Rupert as a
sales specialist and a photographer trainee.
Robertl. Jacoba (Psychology, '71) has
the position of manager of personnel
and labor relations for the Fairbanks Morse Engme

accepted

01vis10n of Colt Industries m Belo1t. W1sc.
Craig Treadwell (Accounting) hea been named
manager of Computerland's new Pocatello store.

Inc, in Burley as the new assistant factory
controller
Richard A. Ogle (BBA. MBA, Business) has been
appointed to the position of promotion develop
ment manager at Ore-Ida Foods
JoAnn Barton (BA, Educat1on) has been pro
moteo to ass1stant v1ce pres1dent in the customer
relations department at the northern California
reg1onal oft1ce of Union Bank 10 San Francisco.
Carl A. Miller was named execut1ve editor
Weekly Business Reporter, Inc.

The Idaho

at

Jim Chertudl has 1010ed Umted F�rst as man
agement trainee, in Bo1se.
Douglu Hulac (Finance. 'f-2) is presently gen
eral manager of Surety Property Management Co.
i, Los Angeles.
Jeff Flora (BBA. Accounting) has been promoted
as assistant auditor lor United First m Boise.
Mark Stewart has accepted a position with Uni
in Boise.

ted First as a management trainee,

..

Well represented

•.

Artists show works in Washington, D.C.
Almost a third of the art work <.lis

pieces included in the show. BSU

tour with the First Western States

interested in Idaho," he commented

played in the Smithsonian's National

professor of art John Killmaster and

Biennial Exhibition and Enamels

about his five day stay in the capital

Museum of American Art through

former BSU student Judith Lombardi

Today, a 1981 show in the Northwest

city.

Feb. 20 was <.lone by two Boise State

also provided three each to the show.

Crafts Center Gallery in Seattle.

University professors and tive former
BSU students.
The Smithsonian Institution in

Killmaster's "Aspen Grove Glow"
and "Silver City Sunrises" are both

many included in a national show,"

acrylic paintings while "Melba" is an

said Killmaster who was also on a

her works, "Boise, P.M. #1 ," is of BSU

Washington, D.C., is hosting the

alkyd and oil work. His paintings have

panel during the opening

English professor Tom Trusky. Also

exhibition "Sawtooths and Other

been included in several national

ceremonies.

included in the show are Lombardi's

Ranges of Imagination: Contemporal)

exhibitions including the 1979-80

"It was the first time I've had that

Lombardi, who attended BSU in
1978, now works as a courtroom
artist for a Boise TV station. One of

"June 24, A.M.," and "Fairfield P.M.
#2."

Art From Idaho" which features BSU
assistant art professor Cheryl Shur

David Airhart, who received his

tleff's "Snow in the Sawtooths" on

bachelor's degree in 1975 from BSU,

the cover of the commemorative

and Judith Cook, who has been a

catalog.

part-time student since 1974, both

The Smithsonian has <.lone several
regional shows including Pacific

had two works included in the show.
Airhart, the owner of the Art Attack

Northwest and Appalachian exhibits.

gallery in Boise, uses people as his

Sen. james McClure and his wife

theme in "Man from Pink" and "Win

Louise tlrst approached the Smithson

ter of 82."

ian with the idea of an Idaho exhibit.

Cook, who now works part-time

More than 360 Idaho artists

for the U.S. Post Office, had a three

responded to the museum's request

person show in the BSU Museum of

for slides of their work and curator

Art last year. "Fowl Play" and "Mat

Barbara Shissler Nosanow viewed the

thew" are her paintings included in

work of 120 artists in person, select

the national exhibit.

ing the tina! '-! 1 pieces by 28 artists
t(.>r the show which opened Nov. 30.

Shurtleff who is a native of Payette,
had two other works selected in
addition to her oil pastel for the

Mark S. Lee, a 1977 graduate of
.

.,.

,..

BSU, had one piece included in the
...

..

show as did 1979 graduate Michael J.
Miller. Lee, a Coeur d'Alene high
school art teacher, had his painting

.. �-

cover. "A Wild Thing Gets Away" is a

"Grain Elevators" selected.

pencil and charcoal drawing and

" lOth and Main" by Miller, who
now works for the Idaho State

"Wild Thing Dream" is another oil
pastel work. Shurtleff was on a leave

Library system, was also selected for

studying art history at the University
of Oregon in Eugene when her works

the show. The two panel painting is
owned by Morrison-Knudsen and is

were selected, hut has since resumed

included in the corporate collection.

teaching at BSU.

For Idahoans not able to travel to

"I was n:ry surprised even to have
one accepted. To have three: was a
big surprise," she said. Shurtleff was

Washington for the exhibit, it will be
coming to the Boise Art Gallery April
1 S-May 13. Following that stay, it may

one of three artists to have three

travel the rest of the state.

Major revisions in elementary, bilingual education programs
dren to read.

Much has been written in the last
year about the need to improve the

school" in that specific area.

quality of American education. But
commissions came out with their

tion of required courses in classroom
management and an introduction to
microcomputers, both

reports, Boise State's teacher educa

electives until now. Lyons said the

the student teaching experience.

tion department was hard at work on

Gallup Poll and other yearly surveys

Also, the new course is much more

even before the various national

ways to improw its program.
The results of the year-and-a-half
effort: major revisions in the elemen
tary education and bilingual teacher
training curriculums. Both were
approved at the Dec. 13 BSU Faculty
Senate meeting and will go on to the
State Board of Education for approv
al, probably in January.
Lamont Lyons, chairman of the

Other changes include the addi

program to improve and develop chil
dren's Spanish. The current national

dents how to teach their future stu

areas using whatever Spanish they

dents to read.
The intermediate reading course was
separated into two courses, one for

may know, while at the same time

educational priority.
"The excitement about computers
is very high," Lyons said, although
"the questions about whether they're
going to be effective instruction
devices for us are still out there." The
microcomputer class will both pre
pare teachers to teach about the new

puters. This requirement also directly

needed, to see if it needed the

addresses some of the national con

number of credit hours assigned to it,
or to see if it should be revised."

cerns for computer literacy in
education.
The department's classroom

change is the addition of a strongly

observation and teacher aide courses

recommended, but not required,
"area of emphasis" in one of 15 sub

and reading instruction courses were
changed as well. "We had the sense

ject areas, ranging from French and

that the observation course and the

German to math and music to social

teacher aide practicum were not as

studies and science. Students will

effective as we wanted them to be

take about 20 hours in the area of

because they didn't have sufficient

emphasis to "give them the oppor

direction." The revised courses,

tunity to go into more depth" in a
subject along with receiving a good

Introduction to Teaching I and II,
offer more time in seminars to "give

background in teacher education and

students a frame of reference, to dis

general liberal arts and sciences.

cuss what they've seen in the

in teaching the subject and perhaps

nal direction was a "maintenance"

gram that teaches children subject

was examined to see if it was still

provide some leadership in the

into four areas. The program's origi

rial could he better used closer to

directive, listing specific methods

teach subject matter with the com

needed so they would feel confident

changes in the bilingual program fall

that will be utilized to teach the stu

"literally every (elementary) course

to give them the experience they

changed from a 200- to a 300-level
course because it was felt the mate

on education continually reveal that

technology and show them how to

"The effort was not to make a stu
dent a specialist in just 20 hours, but

jay Fuhriman, director of bilingual
education at BSU, said the major

classroom management is the top

teacher education department, said

Perhaps the most significant

The beginning reading course was

schools."
The reading courses were changed

upper elementary instruction, the
other for secondary.
This year, a new curriculum and
methods sequence is being piloted
and will be incorporated into the
revised program. The sequence be
gins with course work, then, about
mid-semester, students do their stu
dent teaching. In the next semester,
they finish student teaching and
return to the methods section. It
gives them a chance to utilize what
they've learned and makes the
methods course more relevant.
Finally, student teaching has been

working to improve and develop
their English skills.
Accordingly, two of the changes
have been to decrease the amount of
college Spanish required and to
include a substantial section ( 13
credit hours) of English as a Second
Language courses.
Also, the cultural component was
reduced from 24 credits to 14 credits
because of the new emphasis on
"transitional" programs. Fuhriman
said students will be made aware of
the culture's richness, "but how they
can use that culture in the classroom
to their educational advantage" will be

changed from a graded to a pass/fail

stressed.

course. Because of differences in phi
losophy and practice between stu

alignment with the teacher education

dent teacher, supervising teacher and
college supervisors, Lyons said it was

The fourth major change is a close
department's elementary education
program, including the addition of

difficult to come up with an objective

the elementary curriculum and

grade. Boise State is the only univer
sity in the state using a graded system

gram students. The students, Fuhri

for student teaching. Principals have
told Lyons that if they have a Boise
State student and a candidate from

as a direct result of information from

another school, the "P" looks much

the public school principals in the

better than even, say a "B." "That

area. "Elementary schools see as their

puts our students at a terrible
disadvantage."

primary responsibility teaching chi!-

trend, he said, is a "transitional" pro

methods sequence for bilingual pro
man said, need to be prepared to
teach in three kinds of classrooms:
those with no bilingual students,
those with only bilingual students
and those with a mix of students. "By
making these changes, we have
accomplished this goal."
7
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Support for higher educati�
"
'
I;

there's any question that we're going to have greater
enthusiasm in support of university and college
appr-opriations than we've ever had before. But

'•

•

•

extended beyond that, the public schools are also
going to receive that very, very dedicated support. So
it's even going to be broader than it was last year
because there's the realization this year that we're
coming out of the recession and that the dollars will
be there.
STIVERS:

The majority leader and I made two

swings around the state talking with majority
members of the legislature. We saw no more change in
attitudes in regard to that I V2 cent increase than
there was apparent last February and March. The
majority put the sunset on it. So I don't see that
much shift.

There is an erident difference of
opinion o-ver how taxes should be
leried to support education.

STIVERS:

Due to the recession, we only were

able to come up with what we funded the previous
year from state sources-S215 million. So there was
530 million that was dropped due to the recession.
What I'd like to see is, as the economy turns around,
to build that back up to that starting point of 5245
million for education and let the economy produce
that additional revenue, instead of raising tax rates.
The worst thing you can do right now in our econ
omy is raise tax rates because that takes more money
right out of the taxpayer's pocket; he has less to
spend in the economy and you stunt a recovery from
the recession.
EVANS: I don't agree that that is the direction to
go. I think we must have a substantial infusion of
"'D
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Education ...and how it will be funded
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will

1984 legislature. FOCUS visited with two leaders
who will be in the middle of that controversy.
Here is what they had to say:

This year the state is operating on a
$4S1 million budget. If the sales tax
revert. back to � percent, revenue for
next year could be as low as $460 mil
lion. Is that level where the budget
should be?

goal, then we're going to lose our people.
STIVERS:

Nothing is going to go backwards. The

The only thing I would be suggesting at

that. There may be some that would argue that that

incumbent upon us to raise the level of funding for

is what we're doing. But keep in mind that the cost
of living index is down substantially. Employment is

education substantially above the level of what we

up substantially. Interest rates are down substan

allowed last year. Last year was the year of

tially. All those things are working now to bring the

retrenchment, a time when we had no choices, a

economy back to where it was. Why raise tax rates

time when we had to hold everything down. We

now, and this is what the taxpayer has got to under

were in a deficit position and we had to initiate what·
ever emergency programs that we could, including

stand. The economy has to supply the engine force

cutbacks. Now we look with some optimism. We
can see the recession gradually declining. We're
1984 is going to be a good year-not necessarily a
great year, but it's going to be

much better than

1983 or 1982.
So that gives the opportunity now to say that

we're going to do everything we can to raise the
level of salaries to equity position in relation to
those states around us. But we've also said that we

tion committee reports and if they say S460 million,
so be it. Optimistically, I think that's a little short.

would not have to raise taxes at all above the level
that we're presently paying today in order to secure

And the reason I say that is the economy is spinning

those additional resources. That would mean to con

pretty rapidly right now. We notice so many factors

tinue the 11/2 percent sales tax that the legislature

in the recovery program that will have a decided

initiated and I approved last year. I just don't thlhk

effect between now and next July on what monies

it's in the cards to step backwards in Idaho. We need

might be available. We're still seven months away

to step ahead and move forward with improved

from that, so I think a lot of people might be sur

opportunities for our people.

that we can come up with substantially more than
that.

Your proposed budget is about $S60
million, whfch includes retention of
the 411.1 percent sales tax. Is a $110 mil
lion increase &om last year necessary?
After the very severe problems we've suf

fered in Idaho and during the recessionary period in
business and industry, I recognized that we're going

,I
I

to have to do everything we can to improve the edu

I

prepare them for a time of prosperity that I think is

cational opportunities for our citizens so that we can
ahead for Idaho. And if we don't provide the re
sources to improve our education program, then

to make it happen and the tax rate is the fuel for
doing that. But without the engine running satisfac
torily, you're not going to get the taxes in.

moving out with improved business opportunities.

this time would be to allow that budget to fall

8

colleges surrounding Idaho. If we can't reach that

to move into the high technology era. I think it most

prised what money might be available. I'm hoping

;j
II

losing them every day. We're going to lose those
best ones, and I don't think we should be placing
our institutions in that kind of a position. I think we
h�m be competkhlt' with those universities and

we're not going to be able to prepare those students

within the possibilities of what the revenue projec

EVANS:

hold the good faculty that we have at our univer
sities and colleges and in our public schools. We're

legislature, by its very numbers, is not going to allow

be one of the most controversial issues facing the

STIVERS:

resources into our economy in order to be able to

How do you feel the Republican
majority in the legislature will react to
tearing the additional 11h percent on

Does the revenue projection of $460
million mean that state employees will
probably not get a salary increase
again?
STIVERS:

I would be the last to deny that if 5460

million is all they come up with for revenue, there
will probably be tax adjustments somewhere to
satisfy some of those needs. I don't think state
employees are going to get 9-91h percent increase in
salary. I would hope that a lot of people will be will
ing to stand by a little bit as private industry and pri
vate employees had to do for two years to wait until
the economy produces that money. But I know
they're not going to want to do that. They want
instant recovery. So there will be some modifications
made in that regard. But I think a lot of people are
going to be surprised at what we really might have
available by July 1, 1984.

the sales tax?
EVANS:

I truly feel that there's a softening of

opposition to increased funding for education. They
may not want to go as far as I would like to see us
go, but we're going to bring them into reality. And
I'm sure there's going to be a coalition of strong,
dedicated support that will improve our opportuni
ties for our citizens.

Do you anticipate the grassroots level
support that occurred last year?
EVANS:

Oh yes, very much so. I don't think

According to a recent Chronicle of
Higher Education, Idaho increased
higher education budgets 6 percent
o-ver the last two years. That ranks us
42nd in the nation. Does this statistic
mean anything?
EVANS:

That disturbs me, but it doesn't surprise

me. We were suffering severely from the recession;
we had a severe deficit. We had to cut back severely
in order to balance that budget, so we not only cut
back in the resources we allocated to the universi-

"s
ties and colleges, hut we also had to increase our
taxes substantially to balance that budget. Times
have changed now, and we should turn around and

..

look to the future with optimism. I'm sure that we're
•
..,
going to have a very prosperous fu ture 1'f we prepare
our people for it. That's the: key. The key to our
future is our people and the prq>aration and educa
tion of those citizens.
STIVERS: It means that's what actually happened.
We did suffer some reverses, and the funding wasn't
up to the level that it had been in the past. Again, I
guess we can relate a lot of our problems there to
the recession. After all, public schools didn't take a
hit due: to the recession. But higher education did.
There's no question about it that higher education
has taken some lumps, and I'm in direct sympathy
with the problem. I think a tremendous amount of
credit should he given the university presidents for
understanding what w.ts being done, and that it
w.tsn't something that som<.·hody was taking retribu
tion on. It was just that the economy went to pot. It
wasn't my fault and it w.tsn't your fault. But it hap·
pened world-wide. It w�.tsn't just Idaho. I think we
survived.
The pen:entage of the state budget
that goes to higher education has
slipped from about ::n pen:ent in 1978
to about lS pen:ent this year. Is higher
education being underfunded in rela
tion to public schools?
STIVERS: If I wanted to he perfectly candid, I
could say that no, I don't think it is right that they

'

�.

arc: not having at least the: same: pc:rcentage of the
tax program that they had pr<.·viously. I don't feel
good about it. But no one is going to argue success·
fully that we: probably don't have: more: units of
highc:r c:ducation than we pc:rhaps need at the pres·
cnt time. Right now we are spending an inordinate
amount of money in higher education where there is
admittc:d\y some duplication. I think the State Board
is trying to rc�nd to that afficma,h·cly by OLSSignins
t·ertain tasks to each university.
EVANS:

•

I don't like to use percentages of a total

pie as an appropriate level of funding. I like to talk in
terms of equity and funding salaries so that we can
attract the very best that we can provide for our uni
versities and colleges. So I just overlook those per
centages and always talk in terms of what is an ade
quate funding level for universities and colleges to
provide for that excellent product that we need to
turn out in those institutions today.

education, indudJng tho.e appointed
by the Governor and the legislature,
needed if Idaho

are

is to maintain its qual

ity of education. Are salaries high on
your priority list?
STIVERS:
because

system in attracting

.

•

.

or keeping

•

•

•

business and industry to the state.
EVANS:

I think there's a direct parallel between

the attraction and growth of industry in Idaho and

Several ..,ecial commissions studying

have said that salary increases

Speaker Tom Stivers

our university and college system. I think it's impera

How important is our educational

It's a priority. It's always been a priority

86 percent or so of the public school

the educational opportunities to support those
industries. And if we don't have good university and
college support, people aren't going to expand their

proudly say "We're dedicated to improving our edu
cation programs in Idaho from kindergarten right to
the universities and colleges." We Caf! go to business
and industry and say "These are the things we are

if you come to Idaho or if

doing for our people, and

should try to match salary, dollar for dollar, for those

employees or your own sons and daughters will be

states around us or nationally.

well-prepared."

entirely.
What I'm saying is, why should we he trying to

STIVERS:

We've had experience in Twin Falls

County of having a junior college available and I cer
tainly know that Ada County has had experience in
industries coming here because they had BSU. That's
elementary. It is important that we have that facility
available for industries not only to train people but

compare our teacher's salaries with Wyoming or

also for retraining. I think it's vitally important and

Washington when the cost of li\ing in both those

we're doing a good job with it. We need to do

places is tremendously higher than it is in Idaho. We

better.

really shouldn't try to catch up to a national average.
We should do our own thing here, try to bring the
salaries in line to what other professional people are
making and let that market decide. There's a lot of
people in our society in Idaho right now that have
just as much professional background as school

What are your feelings in general
about the IACI report and in particular

are helping their univer
resean:h parks as a means to

Many states
sities start

STIVERS:

I think they did a tremendous job of

looking into the aspects of higher education and
making recommendations what could he done. The

.i

stumbling block is going to he on the community
college recommendations. With all the other prob
lems we've got right now, I don't see the possibility
of putting additional community colleges on line.
Downstream somewhere I think the concept of
community colleges is good.
EVANS:

I think generally I was very impressed

with the recommendations. I have some reservations
as to whether we can implement the recommenda
tions in the time-frame that IACI is now suggesting.
Their observations that we should he able to imple
ment that program to develop a community college
system in Idaho in a decade has some political rami
fications because the recommendation of that report
is that we fund those community colleges on the

lure high technology businesses.
Shouldn't Idaho be doing this too?

teachers. They're not making the money that school

EVANS: I think so. President Keiser suggested the
establishment of some kind of a research park facility

teachers are making.
EVANS: My task force for the 1980's came for

sity. Idaho State University has proposed already an

here in southwestern Idaho near Boise State Univer

ward and recommended that we should try to

establishment of a research park, utilizing part of

achieve 75'X> of equity in comparison with our sur
rounding states for this coming year and 25% for

their campus facilities over in Pocatello. The Univer

next year. I would pursue that goal clear across the

activity with Washington State University. I think it's

hoard from kindergarten right through the college

a natural direction to go. Once again, it's another
area which I think is very important to the future of

and university programs.

million people we'd have more ad\".tntages.

about the sugestion for more com

the whole program of education so that we can very

sity of Idaho is tying their efforts in research park

J. i

i

level. I think if we were a state that had IS or 20

munity colleges?

you expand in Idaho, we can guarantee that your

based on what the, market can hear, totally and

I think we do it on a more modest

fact of life. One of the desires I have is to upgrade

budget is salaries. I think that's about right. So it's

I think Senator Risch has always used the com

STIVERS:

business and industry in Idaho. I think that's just a

certainly a priority. I'm not one to say that Idaho

ment "let the marketpla<.·e decide the salaries" and
I'll go along with that. Teacher's salaries should he

tive that we increase the research dollar grants that
we've allocated to the universities.

local level. The only available revenue at this point is
the property tax for those local governments. Th-at
would mean an additional burden on the property

�j
J.I
'I

;I
.,:•
I

owners throughout the state, and I think there
would be some resistance to that.
It's going to take some phasing in of that whole
program. It's going to take some substantial com
mitment on the part of the legislature, and at this
point I don't feel the commitment is there. We're
having difficulties today financing our higher educa

t

;

tion programs. How can we find the resources to

�

..i

broaden the community college program and at the
same time continue to upgrade our university and
college programs? We're going to have to examine it
very carefully in the next six months.
9
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Trading places
British professor samples semesters
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

Students survey Boise smoke

Perhaps if someone hrought him "a
firu.,>y pudding" visiting professor

How much does the smoke rising

David Bagley from England would
fed that he wasn't quite so far away
from home.
Holiday season festivities here
seem similar to traditions he is used
to in England, Bagley said, hut he
dot'S lament the lack of Christmas

and Christmas. Of those using wood

during winter temperature inver·

as a sour'-·e of heat. we wanted to

sions? Slate health officials don't

know what type of wood stoves they

know, and six Boise State students in
the BSU Community and Environ

were using, how much wood they

mental Hc.:alth Department are help·

\\ere burning it," Edmundson said.

Five of those studc.:nts haw com

Bagley, who has exchanged duties

pleted

with BSl marketing professor Duston
R. S<:udder. is teaching classes in
marketing research, intermediate

a

survey to t·valuatt· the

tional markt·ting. Scudder is now
teaching at Bagky's school. Preston
Polytechnic. Preston, England, a town
with a population of just over
I 00.000 about 50 miles away from

David Bagley

l.i\·c:rpool and ,'\1anchc:ster.
hecause most teaching material in m�

sion that travel in the.: l'.�. is very

tkld n>mc:s from here I fed that an}

cheap. hut they forget about the:

sort of exchange: freshens you. giws

enormous distances one has to go,"

you a nt'\\ approach. \�l1en you talk

BSU environmental ht:alth st•nior
Goro Goto is hc.:lping "ith equip·
nwnt at the Winstt·ad Park site.: that
samples the air thc.:rc.: for carhon

stoves on Boise air quality.

monoxide and other particulates.
Instruments in the moniwring \an

ment of Health and Wc.:lfare Air Qual·

mea.o.;ure three: types of \\ood smoke

ity Bureau, began in july, and rt·sults

pollution: carhon monoxide lt'\clS,

arc no\\ being compilc:d h) c.:ompu·

total suspended particulates and fine

tt·r and will he turned over to the.:

or imisihk partidt:s such as wood

state.: for anal) sis this month, accord·

ash, \\hkh hc.:alth authorities say post·

ing to Dr. Eldon Edmundson. t•hair·

a dangerous ht·alth threat.

man of tht: BSl1 department.

"Ewryhody in England has the illu

were burning and how often tht-y

impact of residential wood-burning
TI1e survey, for the Idaho Dt-part·

marketing management and intcrna·

"I wanted to comt· to the l S.

even though only for Thanksgiving

contribute to smog stifling the dty

ing them find out.

puddings in the area.

of how many homes hum with wood,

from Boise area w<><><l·burning stows

State health oftidals do not have
precist· int<mnation on how much
wood smoke contrihuws to that pol

In addition, wind and tt·mpc:raturc:
art· monitored to t·orrelatc: the pollu
tion with weather conditions.
ll1e surwy \\as conductt:d with

Bagley said.
Although Boise and Preston arc:

lution, hut expect to kno\\ more

funds from a gr.mt of $22500

about it after studying the survey

awardc.:d to the.· BSl dt:partment from

daric:s. you sec not just the teaching
styk of new people. hut new mt'thods;

similar in somt: ways such as popula·

results and after completing an air

the.: Slate.· Department of tkalth ami

monitoring project no\\ hl'ing t·on

things likt· the semester systt·m. l'n:

of a culture shock to Bagky who

Welfare:. TI10se funds may umtinuc.:
to he.: used latt·r for foliO\\ - up proj

neva hdi>re taught under such a

misst:s going to Liverpool and Man

short timt· span."

cht:stt:r theaters and compares the

about crossing international houn·

Students at Preston work entirely
on one: subject sm:h as marketing
re:.t·arch for the: entire academic
year he: ...aid
"It's not the: sort of cafeteria S)'S·

tion, living ht:rt: has been somewhat

sprawling Idaho city to Preston's
"Keep in mind, too, that Idaho is
about the same: size as all of the
l 'nitc.:d Kingdom-England, Scotland
and Walc:s. and thert: arc ';6 million

:and choose. You're n:ry much more
specific. llowc.·\·cr. in England, lack of
advanced spnialization is not a han

people in England and only 900,000
in ldaho;fl he said.
Baglq earned his hachc.:lor's

dicap. and tn general, a person's edu·

degree in husint:ss studies from Lan

catton fimshe'i with a tirst degree.

cht:ster Polytechnic and a master of

gradt·s. t·,·en though their education
is frn·. and stmknts here have more
anTss to education." he said.
At Prt·ston ht· has ht·come usn! to
kcturing to ahout 50 students for

pollution, Edmundson said

materials about wood burning ;md air
'I11c: survey is an outgro\\1h of puh·

about 45 Boise intersections from

lit· concern 0\er air pollution in

which tht.• students worked outward

Trc.:asure Valle.·}. particularly during

to find surn.-y participants. The sur

"inter months.

vey included about 400 homes. :-oome

Nov. 28, the Boise City Coundl

\\ith wood·burning sto,·cs and some

unanimously approved a resolution
·

·

•

Q \'Oluntaril)

vel1 des and wood
Dclort.')', Dan Maiyo, Terri Moore,

burning stoves on da) s when winter

Dt•horah Nelson and Maureen Yrena.
"\X'e were looking for an estimate

tempt:raturc: inversions cause !imog
to t·ollect 0\cr the city.

agement from Salford University.
This year in addition to his Preston
and BSU teat·hing duties, ht: dc.:vc.:l
opt:d and taught a business course
t(>r the: Lancastrian School of Man

one hour t'.ll"h \H:ek. then meeting

agement on markt:ting for new husi·
ncsst:s and worked with political

As he tetcht·s about 60 hours dur

professor of Information Sdenct.-s,

·

science.: degrc.:t: in marketing man

thrn. suh groups of about I 0 each
f(>r one furtht·r hour in the week.

ects such as dl'vc:loping informational

conducted the random selection of

compact S-mtlc.: diameter.

tem you have hc:rt· '\ou can't pick

"English studt·nts must have good

ductcd from Boise's Winstead Park,
l:dmundson s:1id.
Dr. jerry I.a Cava, BSl' associate

opinion polls t(>r the l.ancashire
El·ening Post

ing the acadcmit year at Preston and
a st·mcMc:r hert· runs about -l S·-lH
hours. Bagley misses the more
relaxt·d pace and says it is ditlkult t(>r
him to get used to not having small
group stud} st·ssions.
"At home I rely on m} students
and check with them during the

Juggling genres- a man with imagination

Three Genres" t(.>r the Writers and
Artists Series.

Bagley has been able: to set: somt:

nwt·ting of exchange teachers hy

and plays In addition ( () Breaking

Amtrak ("a drt·adutlly long way").

Au·t�J· he wrote E)•ewitness and
Four Friends. He also did tht: adapta

football game at �toscow.

tion of john Inmg's 77Je lf'orld

Earlier ht• had attended a Fulbright

call} rt:newed Broadway production
Dil'ision Street. And finally. after four

arrived hc.:re.

unsuccessful attempts. the author has

Ht· is amazed at the "shc.:c:r size.: of
cars and straight highways."
His 14-hour rail journey to Seattle.:

his listeners ahout his experienn:s in

ten se\'c:ral plays including the criti·

San Francisco. meeting tht: &udders

the country, the great hig t:normous

Tesich, whose senst: of humor was

According to (,mp. Tesich has writ·

on their way to England hl'fore ht:

published his first novel, Summer
Crossings.
Tesich told the audtcncc that he
developed his strong sense of fantasy

seemed "incredible" compared to

when he was Ji\·ing in Yugoslavia.

distances in his own country.

After the war ended he and a friend

working on a play, hut it needed a

evident throughout tht: evening. told

the three areas of scrt·c:n plays. novels

returning to Boise via the: BSlJ-UI

a s.rong imagination which further

with his father

writer said he doesn't juggle the
Tesich is an accomplished author in

for a play to product: as a graduation
exercise He lied and said he was

ica with his mother to he reunited

genrt:s, hut stumbles with them,

write of a screenplay. He refused the
offer hut wrote his own screenplay.

of rejection he thought it would

from that first screenplay, Tbe

result in immediate paralysis or

Eagle oJNaptourn, until st:ven years

blindness. "It was wonderful when

later when another director Peter

nothing happened," ht: quipped. A

Yates, suggt:stt:d Tesich rewrite it

ing up toward one conclusion: "All
those rejections were really wonder
ful preparations for when you send in
those manuscripts."
His talk rambled through his col
lege days where he studied Russian

7be Cutters, he had continued to
work on novels, plays and screen
plays without much success.
Tesich admitted he was not fond of
the idea at first but because he
nc.:eded the money he agreed to try
the project. The end result was

when you want to be a writer?"

Breaking Away, a movie which won

is a long way, only traveled for a spe

run but they took turns pretending it

cial occasion, and rail is the.: fastest

was taking them away from the war

"The method is get in a lot of
trouble then get out of it," he said

and most efficient way to travel," he

torn country. Because his friend was
not interested in going to America

. ,.

and combine it with another called

uterature. "What else do you study
Tesich queried his audience.

said.

Thrt•t· plays and several rewrites on
hb first novel later, film dirt:ctor Ray
Stark contacted Tesich to do a re

Bdore he cxpt:rienced his first taste

discovered a truck that wouldn't

"For many there, traveling 30 miles

few revisions. Two weeks later he
had written his first play and the
school agreed to perform it.

high school when girls rejected him.

master story teller. Tesich was lead
·

Bottom. when he discovert:d an act
ing school in New York wa.s looking

Tesich was on his way to developing
developed when he arrived in Amer

Although the Yugoslavian·horn

of the li.S this yt·ar. He: trawlc:d to
Las Vegas by air and to S<:attk t(>r a

cont<:rc:nce for t·xchangc: tc:ad1c:rs in

But hecause of that escapism,

last month to lt:t·ture on "Juggling

seminars to ensure that tht·y're keep

ho\\ things arc m()\'ing t(>n\ ard."

every other day," Tesich said.

Au·t�J', was at Boise State l niversity

ing up. Here: I find it diftkult to
spend in·dc:pth time and to visualize

they took turns. " I went to America

Steve Tesich, the award winning
screenwriter of the movie Breaking

him an Oscar.
For Tesich the dream of America
became a reality, and he advised his

ahout his writing. After college he

listeners, "If you have talent and

was working on his first novel, Rock

don't give up, success is guaranteed."

Study abroad
Europe, Mexico beckon
By Connie Behm
BSU News Services

is one of the really great discoveries of life!"

BSU student Mike Brunell made many friends in

Why not earn science credits studying geology

the Basque language. He loved Spain so much he

returned to live there for nearly five years in three

next fall in southern France, or study arr history in

Guadalajara, Mexico this spring? Study the Industrial

different places.

Reformation in Germany during the SOOth birthday
of Martin Luther, founder of the Reformation - all

different from here and when I'm away I miss it, but

Revolution and British drama in London, or the

"It's another lifestyle. It's hard to explain. It's very

when I'm there I miss Boise," he explains.

Whichever studies abroad program students or

with visiting BSU professors.
Boise State University makes these, and many

faculty wish to pursue, one thing is certain: the

experience will be different for each individual.

more, education opportunities available to its stu
dents as the only Idaho school in the Northwest

Crawforth stresses that in an international expe

Interinstitutional Council on Study Abroad ( NICSA),

a

rience, the language is not all that is different.

consortium consisting of ten schools in the

Manners and customs are also different. "I tell the

Northwest. They may choose courses in Koln, Ger

students in my pre-departure orientations that they

lajara, Mexico.
Glenna Crawforth, program coordinator, says,

them to be sensitive to the customs and appreciati\·e

many; Avignon, France; London, England; or Guada

are mini-ambassadors. They may be the only impres
sion that family will have of America. I encourage

"Our program is primarily academic. If a student just

of the culture, to suspend value judgements for

wants to tour Europe, this is too structured a way to

awhile, realizing that things there are not good or

do it. However, there are several advantages to visit

bad-just different."
Crawforth invites students who would like to take

ing Europe on an academic program before one

attempts to tour it on his own. Besides the academic

advantage of the opportunity to study abroad this

advantages and the cultural benefits of a home stay,

spring to call her either at home or the office. Dead

there is the convenience of having resource people.

Our on-site people keep students informed about

line for Europe is January 6, 1984 and for Guadalaj
ara, Mexico is Februrary 15.

bles a person to learn the ropes about traveling in

June. The costs range from $1,875 to $2,400 and

what is going on. In addition, being a student ena

Programs begin in late March and end early in

Europe."

include all student fees, tuition, textbooks, room and

Accordi!lg to Crawforth, although most of the

classes are- taught in English, the studies abroad pro

board with a local family, excursions, international

student identification cards, insurance and in some

grams in Avignon and Koln have a prerequisite of a

about 200,000.

locations, local transportation passes.

recommends more.She says, "TI1e more knowledge

benefits are obvious for anyone who wants to learn

forth at the Studies Abroad office, Room 314, Educa

experience. You can get hy on a survival vocabulary,

Spain or know more about their Basque background.

362-1050.

quarter equivalency of the language. But Crawforth

of the language you go with, the better will he your

hut to live there and enjoy it you need more."

Wade Womack, art major at BSU, made the effort

to learn the language. The result? Some really good

Education professor Pat Bieter says the academic

Iberian Spanish, major in the history or culture of

However, Beiter says, "The foremost benefit is

neither cultural, linguistic, or historical, hut very

personal. It is an important discovery that although

friends and a change in personality and values. "The
French people have different attitudes about things

cultures differ, people tend to be the same. And

learn their language. They keep you at a distance

were casual or lukewarm about their studies became

and these attitudes are reflected in their language.
You can't learn anything ahout the people unless you
until you get to know them. I had a tendency to be
introverted, hut I found I had to he more extro
verted to get to know them. Learning the language

and seeing that I could survive in an alien environ

ment were great confidence builders."

Womack's stay in Avignon, France changed not

only his personality; it changed the course of his

future. "I have become motivated.Even my life goals

secondly, we get to see our country, political system,
and history in relation to another area."
"It has happened," Bieter says, "that students who

very serious students as a result of this experience.

For more details about the program contact Craw

tion Building, or telephone 385-3652, 385-1194, or

Sci-fi writer speaks Feb. 7
Science fiction writer Frank Herbert will speak at
Boise State University Feb. 7-8 during rhe 1984 and
Beyond lecture series. Herbert, whose appearance is
being sponsored by the Writers and Artists Series in
conjunction with the 1984 series, will give a free

lecture Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ball

Many have developed more confidence and the

room. He will visit classrooms on Feb. 8.

around Boise, Idaho."

books, he is best known for his Dune series which

guage is sometimes the greatest benefit of all accord

Emperor of Dune, and Dune.

event as climbing Everest. You learn their language

the northwest, including 10 years with the San Fran

humility that the whole world doesn't revolve

But to make a dear personal friend in another lan

ing to Bieter. "It can be, I think, as momentous an

Although Herbert has written more than 20

includes Dune Messiah, Children ofDune, God

Herbert spent 30 years as a reporter and editor in

have changed. I used to put career first, now my goal

and become their friend through that langauge - that

important than the quantity."

Merit pay argued at education symposium

is to make life better first. In the U.S., we are more
money-oriented. In France, the quality of life is more
The international experience is open not only to

students hut to BSU faculty.

According to history teacher Charles Odahl, a

recent guest professor to Avignon, the combination
of actually seeing the environment of your subject

and living for a prolonged time in the loc·al culture

gives a professor an in-depth experience which is

personally and professionally enriching.

He explains what his experience meant to him.
"In Avignon there are more Roman remains, and they

are in better condition than in all Italy. Teaching just

a few miles from all these remains was a marvelous
experience for me since my specialty is Ancient

Roman, Early Christian, and Medieval Church His

tory. The marvelous thing about teaching abroad is

that on-site tours are relevant to the course required.
In my course Romans on the Rhine, for exam-

ple, I would be talking about the conquest of Gaul

by Ceasar and later in the week I took students on
an excursion out to the battlesite."

Felix Heap, professor of art, is avidly looking
forward to teaching in Guadalajara this spring semes
ter. He previ!)usly lived for three months in Mexico
City while doing research on the god Quetzalcoatl

and has lead two study tours to Maya, Toltec, and
Aimee sites in Yucatan and Vera Cruz. His course

offerings this spring are Art as a reflection of Mex

Teachers, says Robert Saunders, are tougher than

the public gives them credit for.

And so, according to the dean of the College of
Education at Memphis State University, they certainly
are ;tble to withstand the rigors of being evaluated
for merit pay increases.

Saunders presented what he perceives as the mer
its of awarding merit pay to educators, and Samuel
Bacharach, chairman of the organizational behavior
department at the New York State School of Indus

trial and Labor Relations at Cornell University, spoke
about what he considers the drawbacks. Gov. John
Evans and BSU President John Keiser also spoke to
the large group of educators, administrators and leg
islators who gathered for the merit pay symposium
sponsored by Boise State's College of Education and
the Northern Rockies Consortium for Higher
Education.
Although merit pay "is not the panacea for all the
problems," Saunders said, it can go a long way to
increase teacher satisfaction and performance. "It

would increase our credibility with the public" as
well, he said.
"The public thinks we're too soft and too reluc
tant to evaluate" teachers' work, but Saunders thinks

Guadalajara.

teachers can take it and that "the alignment of edu
caton with most, if not all, other professions" in the
way employees are recognized and rewarded is way

In addition to the opportunity to study in Europe
or Mexico, BSU offers a Basque Studies program in

teachers would result.
"Teachers are not as fragile as people think they

ico, especially the type of Indians in the area, and a

humanites offering on Colonial Missions of

San Sebastian, Spain, a beautiful seacoast town of

past due. He disagrees that devisiveness among

are. They are not going to lose their effectiveness

cisco Examiner.

because a hierarchy (of evaluation personnel and
procedures) builds up."

Bacharach disagreed. "Education is a cooperative

enterprise, or it should be." Teachers can't work in a
cooperative way when they are competing for a bet

ter slice of the school district's salary pie, he said.

When money becomes the main motivator, Bach

arach said, "work becomes a means to an end. .. . I
doubt parents would like their child to be what
stands between a teacher and a pay increase."
Besides, he argued, "there's nothing in the com
pensation literature that suggests anything beyond

base entry salaries and career earning levels attracts
employees."

Bacharach also said that merit pay systems are

administratively complex and costly to administer

and maintain. Personalities, he said, come into play
during evaluations and do cause the devisiveness.
Saunders said he thinks can be avoided.

Bacharach believes that "the place to begin is to

increase teachers' salaries-and I mean increase

teachers' salaries."

Gov. Evans agreed. Idaho's average teacher salary

ranks 39th in the nation and last in comparison with
adjacent states. Before merit pay can be considered,
he said, base salaries must be increased.

He agreed with Bacharach's assessment of the

problems of evaluation. "I fear a new layer of bureau

cracy will have to be placed in school systems to

evaluate teachers," and that merit pay would cause

friction among teachers.

"We need cooperation more than anything else in

the school system."
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Anew era
School adapts to technology
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

Students are learning how to repair
automobiles without frames, design
by computer, and operate robots.
Their instructors are enrolling in
computer applications courses, meet
ing with advisors from business and
industry, and trying to keep up with
rapidly advancing technology in their
fields.

"Goldfinger," the H-P Cincinnati Mila
cron Robot

BSU's S c h o o l o f V o c a t i o n a l 
Technical Education i s o n the move,
reorganizing programs, revising cur
riculum, and re-thinking its priori
tks, as goals are set for education that
will supply the area with employees
that an increasingly technologically
oriented society demands.
Dr. Donald V. Healas, the school's
dean, is convinced that the changes
arc necessary.
"The thrust is two-fold- to bring
people on line with technology in
their fields and to have them compu
ter literate in their occupations when
they finish up here.
"We used to be able to prepare
students with single skills. Now they
need a high level of mathematics and
science, a wider view of the work
world. All of our programs' advisory
committees tell us of those needs,"
he said.
To meet those demands, Healas
said, the school has been reorganized
and some courses revised to increase
its emphasis on working with busi
ness and industry.

To accomplish the goals of high
technology education, vocational
technical education must provide
more equpment to its students,
develop priority programs to supply
industry with employees up-to-date
in their fields, and find funding and
energy to meet the need, Healas said.
"The enthusiasm among our

hammers," Parke said.
"Because of new materials and
new construction methods, the busi
ness is changing rapidly, and the
entire nation is having to train old
auto body men in new techniques,"
he said.
Among the changes in his industry
that Parke must prepare his students
to deal with are:

faculty for these advances is tre
mendous," he said.
"There is a great need to modern
ize programs in response to advanc
ing technology," Dr. Larry Selland,
state administrator for vocational
education told area legislators attend
ing a recent breakfast sponsored by
BSU Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America (VICA) students.
"We must update curriculum,
retrain staff, purchase new equip
ment," he said, also stressing the
need for developing flexible pro
grams to retrain displaced workers.
"We're going to have to forge a
more formal partnership with busi
ness and industry," he added.
Selland announced the establish
ment of a state foundation for voca
tional education. The foundation,
which will receive contributions for
'vocational education, will consider
that the modernization of vocational
education equipment is its first prior
ity, Selland said.

Trade in sledge hammers
Auto body repair is one of many
areas where the need for new skills
and new equipment is clearly
evident.
According to Charlie Parke, direc
tor of the BSU auto body program,
the old "pound out dents and
straighten" dictum is becoming
obsolete.
"The body man has to get smarter.
We're trading in our 20 lb.sledge
12
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Plastic car designs,

Structural body changes from
frame cars to a unicoupe structure
·

with no frame,
High strength, low alloy steel,
•

which can't be welded with tempera
tures above that of a burning
cigarette, or it will lose its strength,
·

Plastics used for interiors and

exteriors that are not only glueable,
but can also be welded and painted,
•

Painting procedures for water

based electrostatic and powder paint.
"We used to use oxyacetylene for
welding repairs. Now the car bodies
with the high strength steel can't
stand those high temperatures," he
explained.
Not only thai, he said, but most
door intrusion beams and bumper
reinforcements are now being made
of a type of high strength steel that
should never be heated.
As collision repair technicians, he

tells students they have two choices.
They can try to keep up with the
latest recommendatiOns of the car
makers or they can play it very safe
by not using any heat at all.
Another problem for the repair
man is that many new cars are built
"just like egg shells," and many have
no break-away frames. For those,
laser beams measure what is out of
line, Parke said.
"If a car gets hit at one spot now,
you have to look everywhere for col
lision damage," he said.

Anything you

can

design

One piece of new equipment at
Boise State is an automated plotting
system which, according to Don
Watts, drafting technology program
director, will draw "anything you can
design, from a BSU logo to a subdivi
sion plot."
The plotter, which has been on
campus for two months, cost about
S 17,000. It is a tool not in general

use in the area, and its operation
requires a whole new computerized
drafting education, he said.
Although BSU's model is a drasti
cally scaled down version, software
for other versions is available for as
much as S180,000, he said.
The BSU plotter first measures the
paper inserted in it, makes borders,
and then puts information any place
on the page that it is told to. It uses
multiple colors, and follows plot
curves with lettering and labels.
Learning to instruct the plotter is
an additional skill which must be
taught to every drafting student,
Watts said.
Several writer stations can be
hooked up with the plotter, he said,
noting that it is compatible with
many computer systems.
The Vocational-Technical School
has asked for a bid on multiple user

stations and Watts hopes that 8-10
stations can he purchased for the S080 students usually enrolled in the

two-year program.
"Probably in 10-15 years, all draft
ing will he done on the machine," he
said. There is speculation that this
tool will replace the draftsman, but
he feels that won't happen.
"The plotter will take the drudgery
out of the work," he said.

Rapidly growing industry
"An industry can blossom and be
in fruition by the time it takes one of
our students to go through school,"
said Dean Arnold, a special lecturer
for the electronic service technician
program.
Arnold has been teaching students
in that program how to assemble and
hook up a satellite receiving "dish"
on campus. The unit, 10 feet in
diameter, is constructed of fiberglass
with metal antennae and comes with
electronic hardware for de
scrambling satellite signals. The
equipment, a relatively new elec
tronic wonder, can be rotated verti-

.

.
.

cally and horizontally to pick up sig
nals from as many a� 10 �atellite�.
An:ording to Arnold, satellite
transmi�sion has proved superior to
land-line and microwave transmis
sions because signals arc not subjected
to varying weather and terrain.
"At the time when the current
second year students �igncd up for
this course, there was basically no
�uch thing. Now quite an industry
has grown up," Arnold said.
"Two years ago, there were only a
few satellite communication systems
in the LS. Now there arc prohahly
thousands, both pri\"Jtc and com
mercial. \\'hat sold t(>r S6,000 then
c.:an now he bought for S2,000," he
�aid.
Most of the 1V signals moved in
the t'.S. and much of the tdcphonc
inf(>rmation or conversations arc via
�atdlite, and many companies such as
Hc.:wlc:tt Packard and Holida} Inn
haw purchased systems and usc
them f(>r tc:leconfc.:n:ndng and other
communication, Arnold said.
Thi� year students ha\t: studied the
tc:c.:hnolohY
' of satellite communica
tions, and �orne: have: been ahk to
work on telecommunication projects
with private industries in the area, he
said.
"The thruM of our program is to
gc:t tec.:hnicians out there who are
familiar \Vith the thing� that industry
wants," he: said.
111e dish, on campus f(>r several
wc:c:ks this tall. will he: rc:asscmhlc:d
hc:re in January.
Abo in 198'4, selected students in
the: c:kc.:rroni<: sen·in: tc:c.:hnidan
program will have the opportunity to
work as interns with United Cable
Tdnision of Boise.
The internships will he offered
sometime during spring semester
and, according to the Boise com
pany's general manager Jim Clark,
will provide the interns with a com
plete overview of cable: system
operations.
Students will gain from "seeing the
total picture" of the fast-growing
telecommunications industry and
having the opportunity to "get their
hands on last-minute, state-of-the-art
equipment," he said.
Recently approved curriculum
changes for the electronic service
technician program include the addi
tions of physical science and techni
cal report writing and the study of
digital systems and solid state devices
with laboratory time for both.
The changes resulted from
recommendations from the pro
gram's advisory committee which
recommended that students acquire
technical writing experience and be
given increased hands-on experience
and digital electronics training with
emphasis on microprocessor systems,
as well as additional exposure to
troubleshooting.
Those recommendations were

Auto body director Charlie Parke, right, shows students how to mount chassis on the newly purchased quadra
clamp, necessary for lifting new model cars that have no breakaway frames.

And now robotics

Changes recently approved for
industrial mechanics ( t(>rmerly
industrial plant maintenance) illus
trate: the Vocational-Tc.:chnical
School's attempt to bring programs
into line with the expc:<.·tations of
modern industries. Students in that

robots), Allen said.
The reviscd program is designed to
prepare: technicians with entry level
skills which will make them effective
in increasingly complex automated
industrial cnvironmcnts.

response to a mandate from the

KAID airs three
programs

Idaho State Board for Vocational

Three noteworthy programs will

<.·ourse will now study state-of-the-art
equipment, including robots.
Changes in the program are in

Education, and will give his students

be aircd by the Idaho Education Pub

hands-on experience with that

lic Broadcasting Systcm in late

equipment, according to Robert

Decembcr.

Allen, program director.
Many area plant operations already

Sports America Holiday Cham

pions, hosted hy commentator Hey

look futuristic he said, citing the

wood Hale Broun, will spotlight

Boise Hewlett Packard plant which

1984 Olympic competitors Mary

now uses a Cincinnati Milacron

Decker, Carl Lewis, Alberto Salazar,

Robot to load and unload printed

Jim Hartung, Tracec Talavera and

circuit boards into ovens. That robot,

Greg Louganis on KAID-lV, Channel

worth about SlOO,OOO, saves H-P a

4 at 12:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 24.

lot of time and its workers a lot of
lifting, Allen said.
According to Allen, his course now

Broun will also feature two-time
American Olympian Don Neilsen,
now training for the biathlon-an

will be flexible enough to expand

unusual event which pairs rifle sharp

into robotics training.

shooting with cross country skiing.

About 60 percent of robots are
hydraulic (water), 30 percent pneu
matic (oil and air) and 10 percent
electronically driven, Allen said, not
ing that his students need to study all
three operations.
Purchase of a robot arm for about
S6,000 for students to work with in
his program has becn okayed, he said.
"People are coming to us from
industry to upgrade their skills, and
we have to have the equipment to

echoed by faculty members, by an

help them do that," Allen said.

independent task force study done in

Many substantial donations of
equipment have come into the pro

1982 at the dean's request, and by
recommendations from former elec

place: of words to give commands to

gram through the efforts of its advi

tronics students surveyed this year.
All of the courses will be offered

sory board, Allen said. Included on
that list are a Texas Instrument 99

for both fall and spring semesters
an adjustment which will allow for

4-A microprocessor and video moni
tor and an H-P 41 CV personal com

projected increased enrollment.
About 35 students are now in the

puter system.

program, and it is expected that 120

dents to study programming and

will be enrolled by January, 1986.

numerical control (using numbers in

These donations will allow stu

Ten Vietnam Vets, a first place

award winner at the eleventh annual
Northwest Film and Video Festival,
will air Dec. 27 at 9 p.m. on KAID.
This Idaho-produced documentary
will serve as the fourteenth program
in the Vietnam: A Teletl/sion History
series.
Producer Clayton Rye of KISU-lV,
himself a Vietnam veteran, chose
nine others with dramatically differ
ent Vietnam and post-Vietnm expe
riences to discuss their stunning per
sonal testaments of the war.
Brazilian-born jazz pianist and
composer Tania Maria is profiled in a
special half-hour documentary airing
Saturday, Dec. 31 at 9:30 p.m. on
Channel 4.
She appeared at both the Playboy
and Newport 1983 jazz testivals and a
recent Tonight show.

Students give
to foundation
1l1e School of Vocational
Technical Education Student Coordi
nating Committee presented the BSU
Foundation with a check for S28,000
in December.
The donation was a portion of
S36,000 raised by the students at two
yard sales during 1982-83 and the
annual Hobo March for scholarships
last spring.
About S 12,000 of the funds are
earmarked for Vocational Technical
School Hobo March scholarships this
year, according to Tracy Bunger,
1983-84 Student Coordinating
Committee presidcnt.
Other members of the committee
are Gene Baxter, vice president; Kelly
Morgan, treasurer; and Amy Brimson,
secretary. Chick Quinowski is the
committee's advisor.

School enters
partnership
The School of Vocational Techni
cal Education at Boise State Univer
sity and the Control Data Corpora
tion have entered into a partnership
agreement to train 60 digital elec
tronics microprocessor technicians
in Nampa.
Funding for the program was
secured through the Southwest Idaho
Private Industry Council, state Title
III funds to retrain dislocated
workers who have lost their former
jobs due to advances in technology.
Susan]. Griffin of the Control Data
Corporation said that company has
the state-of-the-art computer based
education resources that are fre
quently scarce in the education sec
tor, and "we are pleased to make
them available for partnership
arrangements."

Colonial to Queen Anne
American architecture comes to life
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

From there he.: went to New England to teach art
at Colby College for Women in New London, N.H.

"I haven't decided what I want to do yet. ··

and chair the art departmc.:nt at Bay Path junior Col·

Arthur A. Hart, director of the Idaho State Histori

lege for Women in Longmeadow . Mas.,

cal Museum and State Historical Society and teacher

It W.tS during those year.> that he took many of the

of the popular BSl' class History ofAmt'n'can Archi

slides which he uses now in his class to point out

tecture. says that in jest, but admits then· is a lot of

the .architectural features of buildings. <..·hurc.:hcs,

truth in it.

housc.:s and interiors.

Hart's lifelong interests in art, ar<:hitec.:ture; orni

In I %9, Hart returned to Trcasure Valley to

thology, historic preservation and photography,

direct the Idaho State Historical Museum.

joined with a love of teaching, all come to life in his

"To hang on to at least one college dass." he

dassr<x>m at the 'itatc Historical Museum as his stu

began teaching for the Boise: State Art Department,

dents discover that studying Amcrican architecture
opens their minds to more than lists of peri <><.Is and

and estimates that over 1,000 students have enrolled

styles.

sincc that time in the.: History ofAmerimn Arcbitec

"

ture class, now a two-semester course that indudes

J have al"�.tys been interested in school. I lon:d

a study of architec..:ture in Idaho.

school, and I loved reading, and I always had a com

Hart's intcrest in ar<..·hitecturt· hegan while.: attt•nd

pu lsion to share the things I'm interested in," Hart

ing junior high and high school in tht: north c.:nd of

said.
"In general . that compulsion motivates mt· in

Tacoma. \X'a.,h., where he rc:calls walking to �d10ol

en:rything I do. If anybody b a horn tc.:acher, I am.

through a rcsidential arca full of Quc:c.:n Anne man

My not<.'s ar<.· in my hc.·. ad. I could emertain you for

sion� and mher hom<.'!'> in a \':Jric:t� of architc.:c.:tural
styks.

hours with ob scure facts you would never need . "

Stadium High School in Tau>ma had "a tine..· art

Hi-. not<: s art· abo on tht· screen at the.: front of th<:
cla.ssroom. and whcthcr or not his stuc.knts "need"

and architc.:c..·turc.: d<.·partmc.:nt, unu<,ual t(>r high

thcm is hcsidc..· the point. TI1cy are colorti.al and

schoob," he .,aid . and rathc..·r than signing up for

intt·rcsting Each cia,., period, Hart shows color

study halls. he took those da,s<..·s a., dcctin-.,
"\\'c.: had traditional ard1ltcc.:turt· training. a good

slic..les of the CH'nings architt·c:tur.tl !-.Ubject'- 1-th
c..TntUI"}' Colonial home.:.,, high Victorian Gothic man

grounding and thc..· n the opportunity to do

!-.ion' Fnleral .,tylc govcrnmcnt buildings, anc..l many

thing!'>, a marYdou� opportunity.
"It's one..· of the: gr<..·at n.pc..·ricnu'S, to lc..·arn \\hat

othcr'.

thc arc.:hiteuural shape!'> arc.: doing to c:a c h othcr." he..·

The photgraphs \\l're takc:. n hy him on his

.,aid.

dc.:c:ac.l<:s-long quest for additions to his knowledge.:,
and hi!-. slide..· collection now fills St."v<:ral large

Arthur Hart

b c x>kcast·s in his oltiu:, onc bulging with Idaho pic
tures alone..·.

• The Romans wc..·re thc first people to dnelop

Teaching i' not c..·asy. It would he..· hettc..-r if the.:

conc:retl', hut uidn't have the.: stec.:l to reinforce it:

prolt.'!-.!-. Or could say, 'It's all black, it'!-. all white.:.' But I

• A wing hacked c..·hair is built to c..·atch ht·at.

"

c.:retti\ c.:

l d.
can't do that ... Hart '<i

Hi' studc..·nts di.,<..·mer from his lectures that the

lk doc.:., try to mak<: sun: that his .,tudc.:nts recog

stereot}pc..·d vision they have of settlers living in log

Since hc came to Idaho, Hart ha' writtt·n and puh·
lishcd more..· than 800 artidcs on Wcstcrn hi�tory in
newspapers, magazinc.:s and scholarly journals. His
h<X>k Steam Trains inldabo

�':IS

puhlish c..·d in 19�2,

and in 197·• he published four chapters in the..·
Orcgon Historical Society h<x>k Space, Szrte and
Stn�eture: Building in Sorthwest America

such as gable rc.x>fs, cupolas. porti cos. Grc:c:k orders,

al� knowledgeable about lotiPnR, KUicd in

His 1979 hook 1/istoric Boise .,old out m 'ix
wc:c:k.s. aiKJ a w:"·on'-' printing appt:aced in 1980.

Roman arc.:hcs, and Chippt·ndale and Qucc.:n Anne.:

Delaware.
They fc.:el the cold Eastern seaboard winter as thc.:y

students. Over 1,000 community, civic and profes·

nizt· .t multitude.: of architt·c..·tural t(:aturc.:s and .,tvlc.:s

cahins did not hc.:c..·ome a rc.:ality until the Swedc.:s,

furniture.:
"TI1e most important thing is to ht· here.: nel"}

lc.:arn that t·arl} J\n'\ Engl.tnd firepl.t ces wcre built

time.: M} ambition is for CH'I"}'Ont· in the.: class to

into a stone wall at one c.:nd of the house.: where

lc.:arn 90 pc:rn·nt of the.: matc.:rial," he.: said

"You're literally roasting on one side and freezing on

Some samples of the diwrsc contepts to which he.:

the other. "

introduces hi., studcnts show the.: complexity of his

It would he difficult for them not to he interested
in slides of the W:�-,hington. D.C. Second Empire

suh)l'n:
• 'flle his!OI"}' of architn·turc.: follows the.: histOI"}'

style Executive Otlicc.: Building as Hart calls it,

"such

an innedihle example of itself."

of Amt·rica:

And he sharc.:s his sense.: of exdtcment as he tell'

• �t·wc.:omer., to �orth America came.: with a
lixnl i<..ka of what a house.: .,hould look likt·. and

thcm that the Boise area had "marvelous stones for

architc..·ctural tradition., dndopcd from that mind

building-a relativdy moi<,t and soft sandstone

�c..·t modified h} cli nutc ;and a\·.tilahk mataa.tls;

which cut easily and became.: hardcr as it dried out

• A pc..-rsi�tc.:nt idc:;t in Amc:ricm architecture i., the.:

a magnificent material."
In l9-i9, aftc.:r scrYing two years in Europe during

placing of lin· hays (windows or d<x>rs) in the front

World War II, Hart came to Idaho with a mastc.."r of

of a building:
• One.: of the..· great t•n·nt!oi t(>r Amcrican art and

tine arts dcgrec from the l'niversity of wa..hington

architccture was the: late.: I Hth ccntury disu>n�ry of

to his tirst teaching joh at the College of Idaho,

the ruin., of Pompcii:

Caldwell.

Hart has spoken to a far wider audience than his
sional organi zations have enjoyc.:d his illu!'>tratcd pro
grams on Western histOI")', historical prc.,cn·.ttion
and architc.:ctural hiStol"}· He has abo writtc.:n and
hosted two television scric!'> programs on Idaho
histOIJ'.
Among the: many subject<, of papers and article.:., he:
has published or prc.:sented locally and nationally arc:
Mormon temples and tahcrnaclc.:s, Boise architec
ture, mining town architecture, the..· Old Idaho Peni
tc:ntial")', ghost towns of Idaho, bridges, historic
prcsen·.tt ion . and mail order architecture.:.
He has just fi nished publishing two articles on
woodworking machint'r')' and millwork in the Encr·
clopedia f�{American Forestry and Consen•ation
History.
In 1973 Hart was featured as anldabo .\tatesnum
Distinguished Citizen, and his column, "Idaho Ycs
tc.:rdays," runs weekly in the Statesman.

MUSIC

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ATHLETICS

COUNSELING

Jamea Hopper and George Thomuon played on
a Nov 17 Evenong on Art program of performances
and dosplays sponsored by Cre·act School at the
Pocatello Holoday Inn

Gregory A. Raymond delivered a speech tolled
"After Andropov Prospects lor Managong US So111et R.valry" at the November meetong olthe
Boose Commottee on Foreogn Relations

Head track coach Ed Jacoby has been named a
lead onstructor lor the Athietocs Congress Natoonal
Coaches Certlllcatoon Program. Jacoby is one of

Barbara Ol.on has been named academoc
counselor for the athletoc department. She has

Raymond partocopated on a collo·
Conatance Speake, assoc1ate professor,
receoved her Doctor of Musocal Arts degree from
the Umversoty of Oregon on August Her
dossertabon. "Medoeval Musoc and Children,"
onvestogates the suotablloty of Med•eval mus•c on the
musoc curnculum of fourth through s•xth grade
choldren

STUDENT ACTIVITJES
Denny FrHbum has been elected regoonal
representahve for regoon 14 of the Assocoatoon of
College Unoons-lnternatoonal He was onstalled at a
recent reg•onal conference at the Un•versoty of
Washongon. Seattle. and w1ll serve a two·year
term. representong colleges and unoversotoes 1n
Idaho. Alaska, Montana, Oregon and Washongton.
as well as Canad•an affohates located on Alberta.
Bntosh Columbia and Seskatchewan. Canada

14

qu•um on mathematocal models of growth limots on
nuclear arms competobon Dec. 9 at the Unoversoty
of Washongton's School ol lnternatoonal Studoes

30 chose for the pooneer pro1ect desogned to estab
lish more quality track and loeld Instructors on the
U S He began workong woth the project Dec. 14·20

been a counselor at Treasure Valley Communoty
College for the past three years and was an Intern
and counselor woth the BSU Counseling Center
lrom

1978·1980

at a regoonal coach and instructor clomc on Long
Beach, Calof.
PSYCHOLOGY

COMMUNICATION

NURSING

Robert Boren conducted an analysis of the
effect•veness of the U.S Forest Servoce Regoon
One public contact/service (HOST) program and
presented hos londongs to regoonal managers on

Faith Peterwon'a article "Assessong Peripheral
Vascular Oosease at the Bedside" was publiShed on
the November 1ssue of Ameflcan Journal of

Nursmg.

Great Falls, Mont on Nov 30

Garvin Chastain's manuscnpt "Effect of Non
target Columns on Parafoveal Target ldenllfocatoon:
Some Umits to Previous Observations" has been
accepted for publication on Psychotog•cat
Research.

HEALTH SCIENCE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Suzanne McCorkle dorected the annual BSU
h•gh school debate tournament Dec 2·3 Dr Mar·
von Cox and Oavod Rayborn helped w•th tourna·
rnent tabulations. and Dawn Craner conducted a
vooce and dictoon workshop for the hogh school
debaters

Sox members of the BSU dance troupe "A Danc
Ing Force" ar.ended a three-day jau dance work
shop In Chocago over the Thanksgovmg holoday

Company members Lori HNd, Dana Wac:leworth,
Terri l.Duderback, Tracl OHm, Erin Andrewa and
Holly HoWnger attended

JoAnn T. Vahey has receoved a certifocate of
recognotlon from lhe Amencan Nurses· Associatoon
for the contributoons she has made to the profes
sion and to the health care of the public as a
member of the assocoatoon's legoslatove acbon sub
committee. Vahey has been a member of the
committee since 1981.

Headaches and rewards
Gymnastics coach promotes team

SPORTS���====����
"possibility" because "he wasn't sure
how far he could go with me."
The: first stipulation stemmed from
a family dinner when Carringer had
asked hc:r younger brother &ott to
hc:lp her with the dishes. &:ott told
her that dishes were women's work
and she: told him in no uncertain
terms to gc:t into the kitchen.
"In my family I'm probably as far
kft as they come," she said. ''I'm left.
hut not a bra burner by any means."
Carringer's undc had told hc:r
when she came to BSU t()Ur years ago
that if she stayed t(>r two he would
buy her a spring floor, something the

team needed desperately. The: fund

ing came from elsewht•rt· and Carrin
ger said she forgot her unde's ofkr
until the check t<>r Hawaii arrived.

By Jo Dunlap
BSU News Services

Carringer is not new to travel,
especially after spending her summer

A head coach in gymnastics is no

touring with a Big Sk-y/USA tt·. am in

different than a head coach in foot·

Australia. She acted not only as a

hall or basketball- the headaches

choreographer, hut as a competition

and the rewards are all the same.

judge during the tour, and the Aus

"This is the worst time of year for

tralians were impressed enough with

all coaches .. . trying to get kids

her dance routines to invitt· her hack

home for Christmas and hack again
after Christmas," commented BSU

next year to work with their team.

after listening to two of her athletes'

working as a t·horcographer on a full

Carringer said she would consider

gymnastics coach Jackie Carringer

time basis.Since six teams will he

travel woes with booked airlines and

training in Australia in 19H4 she is

striking Greyhounds.

hoping to make the right contacts.

This Christmas is particularly hec

"If things go as I would like them

tic for Carringer and her team with a
13-day tour of Hawaii crammed into

their semester break. The gymnasts
will compete in the two-day Aloha

to, I'm hoping to he invited to one: of

Gymfest, a major regional competi

gymanstics films, worked at a golf

tion, before spending the rest of the

tournament, held a casino night and

time training in a new facility on the

various gymnastic club meets and

clinics. Carringer puts on many clin

islands.
"I figure if we're going to spend
that much time and money we

those countries to work with their

Jackie Carringer and gymnastics team

ics, both judging and coaching,
throughout the year and she offered

team." She is also working on arr-.mg
before in 10 years of marriage, and
third, the check had to he signed in
the presence of at least 25 females.

Keiser and athletic director Gene

Bleymaier engineered the surprise
presentation. "I had no idea what was

should get something out of it," said

to split the profits with the team if

Carringer.

they would help her.

gym" said Carringer."I had had the

three regional meet," said Carringer,

worked out at 6:30 a.m.and they

''It's so much fun to watch the
kids' faces light up when they go to a
place for the first time," said Carrin

"Our best money maker was a class

adding that the casino night brought

ger, who spent her summer touring

in a lot of money for the trip.But

Australia with an American team.

Carringer's uncle Sam Crawford gave

Since returning from that tour,
Carringer has spent much of her time
fi.md raising for the BSU team. She
told her gymnasts last year that find
ing ways to finance the trip was up to
them. "As you can see, it didn't work
that way," she said laughingly.Car
ringer has been up to her five-foot
frame in finding money-making
projects.
She and her gymnasts have fed
people spaghetti, washed cars, sold

the biggest boost to the trip. His
S5,000 donation put the gymnasts
within S1 500 of the S9700 they need
for the trip.
Crawford sent the check to BSU
President John Keiser with some

strings attached. First, by signing the

check his neice had to admit the pos
sibility that washing dishes is work
for women.Secondly, Carringer had
to sign the check "Mrs.Mark Carrin
ger," something she had never done

going on when I walked into the
worst day already." Her team had
didn't look as good as she wanted
with just three weeks of training left
before the first two meets of the
season.
"Gene came by and said he wanted
to talk with me ... he said let's take a
walk .. . I knew I was being fired."
The president read the stipulations
which were written on the back of
the check before the crowd and Car
ringer gladly signed it over to the
university.
"I love things that are well
engineered-well thought out." She
said her uncle included the word

BSU collage of drawings on sale in bookstore
BSU President John Keiser was

presented with a collage of drawings
of the Boise State University campus
earlier this month. Copies of the
poster-sized print are available in the
BSU bookstore for S6.95.
Bookstore manager Bill Barmes
commissioned Lawrence Van Alstyen
II from Skaneateles, New York, to do
the work.
"I saw his work back east a couple
of years ago. He had done Cornell,
Harvard, Yale and Drexler," said
Barmes who used to work at Drexler
in Philadelphia. Those bookstores
had commissioned the artist and
prints were sold in the store to
finance the project.
"I had never seen a collage of work

ing a trip to China during a fi.1turc:
summer.

As far as Boise State, Carringer has

no immediate plans of taking hc:r
team hack to Hawaii. Because of the
time spent in fund raising, she is
behind in her recruiting and the
dasses she teaches.
Nevertheless. the coach feels the
trip to the eighth annual Aloha
Gymfest is important in establishing a
national reputation for Boise State
University.
"With the exception of Berkeley
and us, probably all the schools there
will he in the Division I nationals,"
said a realistic Carringer who does
not expect to win the meet."Our
goal in going to Hawaii is to establish
a reputation."
Although Hawaii is out for next
year Carringer would like to take her
team to another regional competition
in San Diego. "It's important that our

girls compete with those schools."

Portland social
for boosters
Bronco boosters and alumni in the
Portland area are invited to attend a
social Wednesday, Dec. 28, from 5- 7
p.m. at Nendel's Inn, 9900 S.W.
Canyon Road, Portland.
According to Dyke Nally, executive
director of the BSU Alumni Associa
tion, a contingent of BSU faculty
members. officials, and coaches will
also attend the: event.
The Broncos' first game in the Far
West Classic Basketball Tournamet is
against Oregon State at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday. Dec. 27.

and it was very unique." He added

that the prints have sold well on the
other campuses.
fhe university is also using the col
lage for its 1983 Christmas cards.
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You can make a difference
Over 20.000 graduates have earned degrees at Boise
State Cniversit) since it began over SO years ago. Alumni
come from every county in Idaho, nearly every state in
the nation, and over 40 foreign countries.
They include Rhodes scholars, Danforth fellows, NCAA
scholar/athletes, and many others recognized nationally
for their scholastic achievements.Now they're in posi
tions of leadership, working hard to improve our future.
And they arc well prepared because of the education
they received at Boise State University.
Your financial assistance is important in Boise State's
effort to provide a quality education for future graduates.
Please take a moment no\v to give BSU your support ...it
is the best investment you'll make today.
Enclosed is my contribution of S

to

Boise State University.
Name

_
______________________________

Addre�

------

My company is 0

is not 0 a matching gift

company.
If so, give company name

CD_.CD
-·
0
CD 0
_..
-----

Ill

-·

0 Ill

C: CD
-::::1(1)
o.-1» < I»
-

�
If alumnus or alumna, please state year and
major

------

Contributions arc tax deductible.
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o

(i; CD
-· c:

�-<::I
-(11
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Please make checks payable to the
BSU Foundation.
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